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1. 
This invention relates to combined typewriting 

and calculating machines. 
The main object of the invention is to provide, 

in combination with a typewriter, means for auto- . 
matically multiplying factors typed on a sheet 
and Controlling the automatic typing of the 
product, preferably as an extension of the factors 
On the same line of the sheet as the line on which 
the factors were typed. Thus, a quantity of 
articles may be typed as one factor on a line of 
a sheet, the unit price of the article as a second 
factor, automatic multiplication of the two fac 
tors, as a result of their typing, will occur, and 
the product will be automatically typed on the 
Same line of the sheet in an extension field of 
the same, 

It is intended to start multiplying operation 
automatically as a consequence of the typing of 
the last or units order digit of the second factor. 

It is further intended to type. the product in 
a predetermined extension section, and to re 
quire both the multiplying operation to be com 
pleted and the first column of the predetermined 
Section to be brought to typing position in order 
to initiate an automatic readout of the multi 
plying means and typing of the product into 
Said Section, 

It is also a purpose of the invention to distin 
guish between debits and credits by providing 
for automatic typing of the debits in one prede 
termined extension section of a sheet and the 
automatic typing of the credits in another pre 
determined extension section of the sheet. To 
condition the machine for typing a credit prod 
uct in the predetermined credit extension sec- : 
tion of the sheet, a credit key is operated and, 
under control thereof, the automatic typing of 
the product into the debit extension section is 
prevented, while, at the same time, the auto 
natic typing of the product is delayed until the 
Credit extension section is brought to typing 
position. 
An object of the invention also is to provide a 

totalizer for totaling the debits and credits auto 
natically typed in the extension sections and, 
preferably, to control entry of the amounts into 
the totalizer by the automatic typing of the 
amounts, . One advantage of this is that any 
error in the balance standing on the totalizer may 
be checked back as an error in the typed ex 
tensions. 1 

It is also an object automatically to type the 
balance standing on the totalizer into a prede 
termined total section of a sheet and to provide 
for the balance to be typed either on the same 

2 
line as the last extension amount or on the next 
line. 
The invention also provides novel value re 

taining means to receive the digits typed in suc 
cession on the sheet and to retain the value until 
it is read out either into the totalizer or the 
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multiplying means. The novel value retaining 
means is in the form of a bank of value relay 
coils and related contacts which are selectively 
closed to represent, by their positions, the typed 
value. The multiplying means and the totalizer 
are of the cycling type, and a feature of the in 
vention is that the digits may be typed and the 
value retained without requiring a cycle for each 
digit, and that after all the digits have been 
typed, the multiplying means or the totalizer 
may be cycled to receive the value set up in the 
value retaining means. The multiplying means 
and the totalizer comprise accumulator wheels 
which receive different extents of movement cor 
responding to different magnitudes of values, and 
differentially operating means converts the posi 
tional value representation of the value retain 
ing means into differentially timed equivalents 
to determine the extents of movement of the 
accumulator wheels. . 
The negative amounts; in this instance, the 

credits, are entered as complements into the 
totalizer. When the negative amounts exceed 
the plus or debit amounts, the totalizer carries 
the complement of the negative balance. It is a 
feature of the invention that the negative balance 
may be automatically typed as a true number 
into the total section of the sheet under control 
of the totalizer carrying the complement of the 
negative balance. 
Another purpose of the invention is to provide 

for the entry of a discount item, involving multi 
plication of a typed discount percentage by the 
typed amount on which the discount is to be 
taken. The discount percentage is typed on the 
bill sheet and entered in the multiplying lineans 
as a factor 1000 times greater than its actual 
value; thus 2.5%, equal to 2.5/100 is typed and 
entered as 25. This factor is multiplied by the 
amount on which the discount is made and the 
product then obtained is 1000 times greater than 
the true discount. The invention provides for Con 
version of this false product into the true product 
by reducing the false product by three decimal 
places to the left, equivalent to dividing the false 
product by 1000, and reading out and typing the 
true product. Stated generally, the above in 
volves the entry of a factor into the multiplying 
means as a number of different magnitude and 
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the reading out of the product in true denomi 
national order relation, just as though the factor 
had been entered in its original denominational 
order form into the multiplying Years. One 
advantage of this feature of the invention is that 
a multiplying means limited to a predeterialilled 
number of denominational orders may serve for 
multiplying a number which includes a fraction 
of the lowest or units order by another factor 
and then reading out the product in true decimal 
place relation. In this connection, means are 
provided to round out the lowest unit order of 
the product by adding '1' thereto when the next 
lowest denominational order reads "5' or more. 

The invention also provides for the automatic 
resetting of the multiplying means after the 
product has been read out therefrom and typed. 
Alternative means are provided to initiate reset. 
ting of the multiplying means at will, and such 
means causes the value retaining means to be 
restored to unactuated or zero condition and to 
interrupt multiplying operation in the event in ul 
tiplication has not yet been completed. 

It is also a purpose of the inventio to providie 
an error key control to prevent, furiae art:y 
into the value retaining means of the cigits of 
the factors as they are typed, and also to cle: 
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4. 
three highest orders read "0,' then letter spacing 
occurs to bring the fifth column of the extension 
section to typing position. If the product, or 
total is not to exceed five Orders, and the exten 
sion sections, correspondingly, are provided only 
With five couinas, the three highest orders of an 
eight order bank always read “0” and if sup 
pression of the ietter spacing operations under 
control of the highest orders were not effected, 
the correiation between the fifth order of the 
bank and the corresponding highest order col 
umn of the reduced extension field would be de 
stroyed. By means of the present invention, when 
column reduction is desired, the letter spacing 
under control of the three highest orders of a 
bank is suppressed. Further, the invention pro 
vides for corresponding reduction of the columns 
of the value retainer bank. 
Among still other objects of the invention is 

the provision of neans for automatically effect 
ing carriage return and line spacing operation as 
an incident following the automatic typing of a 

2. 

the value retaining means of the value setti. g . 
effected prior to discovery of the error. A feat are 
of the error key control is that credit controls for 
causing a product to be typed as a, credit, value 
may be rendered ineffective and the iodict, 
typed, instead, as a debit amount. 
The invention also provides for the multiplying 

Operation of two factors of an itei. O. E. CE 
during the typing of matter on the sheet; "ificia 
does not enter into the calculation; for exariple, 
a description of the item, 
The invention further provides for alternatively 

automatically resetting or not resetting the to 
talizer after its balance has been read out and 
typed, 
The machine provides for the elimination of 

the typing of zero standing in orders of the to 
talizer or the product (multiplying) bank, when 
such zeros are not preceded by a significant fig 
ure and, instead, causing a letter spacing of the 
sheet to bring the next column thereof to typing 
position. The number of effective deraornia 
tional orders of the totalizer or product bayak 
correspond to the number of Coitinns of the ex 
tension section of the sheet into which the value 
on a bank is to be typed, with each effective order 
of a bank corresponding to one of the extension 
Columns. It is a further object of the invention 
to vary the number of effective orders of a bank 
of value manifesting means in accordance with 
the number of columns in the extension section 
into which the value in the bank is to be typed. 
Thus, the product bank and the totalizer bank 
may have a maximum number of denominational 
Orders corresponding to a maximum number of 
columns in an extension section. If the three 
highest orders of the bank read "0,' then letter 
spacing is controlled thereby to space the corre 
sponding extension columns past the typing posi 
tion. The invention provides for reduction of 
the number of effective orders of a bank in order 
to suppress the letter spacing operations normally 
controlled by the eliminated orders, whereby the 
first effective order of the bank corresponds to 
the first column of a reduced extension field and 
the value in the latter order is typed into the lat 
ter column. Thus, if a bank has eight orders and 
the extension section has eight columns, if the 
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product O2 total into an extension section, and 
for &utomatic&ily effecting tab spacing operation 
between tile (iCillars and cents orders of an auto 
Ratically typed extension. 
Other objects of the invention will be poigated 

Out in the following description and claims and 
illustrated in tile accompanying drawings, which 
disclose, by Way of example, the principle cit the 
invention and the best mode, which has been COIntelligated, Cf applying that principle. 

in the ISS 
iig. i53, lax a yievy of the machine, 
g . 2 is E. 

23 (33.33, 
Fig. 3 is a "vertical section through the product, 

bank of the rachine, taken along lines 3-3 of Flg. , 
Fig. 3c. is s, diagrammatic view of one order of 

'gle view of a selector Switch of the 

the readout commutator of the total bank, 
Fig. 4 is a Sectional view of the elusive one 

means for the total bank, 
Fig. 5 is a section along lines 5-5 of Fig. 1, 

showing the clutch of the calculator unit, 
Figs, 6 and are sections, respectively, along 

lines 6-6 and - of Fig. i. 
Fig. 8 is a sectional view of the resetting means 

of an acculinulator bank of the calculator unit, 
Fig. 9 is a Section through the typewriter unit, 
Fig. 10 is a detail, plan view of contact-closing 

meals in the typewriter unit, 
Figs. iid end lib are time charts showing co 

textensive accumulator cycles and readout cycles, 
Fies. 12ct to 12f constitute the circuit diagram, 

8. 

Fig. 3 shows an illustrative bill prepared by 
the machine. 

Fig. 14 is a perspective view showing the car 
riage return mechanism. 

The bill 
Fig. 13 shows an illustrative bill which may be 

prepared by the machine. The bill sheet has the 
usual heading area to receive the heading and, 
below the heading area, has the item area to re 
ceive lines of items. The item area is divided into 
vertical fields, which, reading from left to right, 
Bre the code number field (Lot No.), the quan 
tity field (QU), the dollars orders field of the 
Price section, the tens and units cents orders 
field of the Price section, the Description field, 
the dollars field of the Amount section, the cents 
orders field of the Amount section, the dollars 
field of the Credit section, the cents field of the 
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Credit section, the dollars field of the Total sec 
tion, and the cents field of the Total section. The 
Amount section, in the present instance, receives 
debit amounts and may be referred to also as the 
debit section. The Amount, Credit, and Total 
sections may also be referred to as the extension 
sections for receiving extensions of the data 
typed in the quantity and price sections. The 
heading is typed within a portion of the head 
ing area which is a vertically upward extension 
of the description field. The heading area may 
thus be considered as part of the description field. 
The bill items may be debit or credit items. 

For example, the first item of the illustrative 
bill is a computed debit. The second item is a 
computed discount credit, the next five items are 
computed debits, the eighth item is a computed 
credit, the ninth, tenth, and eleventh items are 
successively computed discount credits, the suc 
cessive discounts being taken on the Successive 
balances, and the last item is a simple Credit, not 

O 

15 

20 

involving computation of values in the quantity 
and price columns. The net balance is typed 
below the last item line. 

Brief plan of operation 
As seen in Fig. 1, the machine comprises a type 

writer unit TU and a calculator unit CU, elec 
trically connected, through wires gathered in a 
cable 9, for interrelated operations. 

30 

The tab stops are set in the typewriter in ac- . 
cordance with the spacing of the vertical fields 
of the bill. Each such field is brought to typing 
position by operation of the tab key of the type 
writer. Thus, repeated operations of the tab key 
bring the description field of the bill to typing 
position, and the operator types the heading. 
Following the typing of the heading, a carriage 
return operation is effected and the bill vertically 
spaced to position the first item line at the typ 
ing line. The lot number field is then tabular 
spaced to typing position and the lot number of 
the article involved in the first item typed in 
this field. In succession, the quantity, price, and 
description fields are tabular spaced to typing 
position and the quantity, price, and descrip 
tion of the first item typed. During the typing 
of the quantity and price, they are entered as 
multiplier and multiplicand factors in a value 
retaining means. When the right-hand or units 
order digit of the price has been entered, multi 
plying means comes into operation to nultiply 
the two factors. The multiplication proceeds 
during the typing of the description and may be 
completed either before or after the amount Sec 
tion of the bill is tabulated to typing position. 
When multiplication is completed, the value re 
taining means is cleared of the factors, and, with 
the amount section also tabulated to typing por 
sition, automatic readout means comes into play 
to read out the product of the quantity and price 

6 
total or balance read out being initiated by op 
eration of a total key. 

It should be noted that if the customer is to be 
debited with a known sum, the entry of this sum 
may be effected by entering '1' into the quantity 
section and the sum in the price section. The 
product of these two factors is the sum itself, 
which would be automatically typed in the 
amount section and entered in the totalizer in 
the same mRinner as any other debit product. 

In entering a computed credit item, such as 
shown in line 8 of the bill, the quantity and price 
factors are entered in the same manner as for a 
debit product. But before tabulating the bill after 
the typing of the description, the operator de 
presses a credit key. This prevents the automatic 
typing of the extension or product into the 
amount section of the bill and permits the com 
puted credit to be automatically typed only into 
the credit section of the bill when tabulated to 
typing position. After the auto typing of the 
credit and as a result of the previous depression 
of the credit key, the credit is automatically en 
tered subtractively, as a complement, into the 
totalizer. In entering a simple credit, One not involving 
multiplication, the Operator tabulates the bill to 
the credit section, depresses the credit key, and 
manually types the credit amount which is en 
tered subtractively into the totalizer. When 
dealing with a discount item, such as in line 2 
of the bill, the discount percentage is typed into 

: the quantity section, with the tens Order of the 
... discount percentage being typed in the hundreds 

50 

60 

factors and cause the product to be automatically 
typed by the typewriter keys into the columns of 
the amount section. During the automatic read 
out and typing of the product, the value retain 
ing means is again set up to represent the prod 
uct. After the product has been typed, an auto 
matic carriage return operation occurs and, in the 
interval between the completion of the typing of 
the product and the bringing of the quantity 
field of the next line to typing position, the prod 
uct is read out of the value retaining means into 
a totalizer. This totalizer accumulates debit and 
credit items and the balance standing therein may 
be read out into the total section of the bill, such 

85 

70 

75 

or first column of the quantity field, the units 
order in the tens column, and the decimal equiv 
alent of the fraction in the units column. The 
amount on which the discount is to be figured 
is then typed into the price Section. Multiplica 
tion proceeds, as before, during the typing of the 
description. Before tabulating to the Amount 
Section, the Operator depresses a discount key, 
after which the bill is tabulated further to the 
credit section. Under control of the discount key, 
the product is reduced by three decimal places to 
the left and automatically typed as a credit into 
the credit section, and then subtractively entered 
into the totalizer. When the discount percentage 
is to be taken on the balance standing in the 
totalizer, as in line 9, the operator, during the 
entry of the preceding item in line 8 and before 
the amount section of the bill is tabulated to 
typing position, depresses a total key. This pre 
vents automatic carriage return, and when the 
bill is tabulated to the total section, the balance 
is automatically read out from the totalizer and 
typed on line 8 into the total section. The oper 
ator then manually initiates carriage return and 
incidental line spacing and proceeds with the typ 
ing of line 9 in the manner explained for the 
other discount item (line 2), using the balance, 
typed in the total section of the preceding line, 
as the price value on which the discount is to be 
taken. The advantage of printing the balance 
for discount purposes is particularly evident when 
the totalizer is of the concealed type, the reading . 
of which is not visible to the operator. 

After the last item has been printed, the oper 
ator depresses the total key, types in the descrip- . 
tion, and tabulates the bill to the total field, into 
which the net balance is automatically entered 
from the totalizer. The operation of the total 
key does not cause resetting or zeroizing of the 
totalizer, so that the net balance may be carried 
forward to a next bill to the same Customer. 
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However, when the balance is not to be carried 
forward, the operator, instead of depressing the 
total key, depresses a total and reset key, which 
not only causes printing of the balance but also 
resetting of the totalizer. 
The bill sheet shown in Fig. 13 has an eight 

digit capacity in each of the amount, credit, and 
total sections. This allows for the typing of a 
product in the amount and credit sections ob 
tained by multiplying a quantity factor of three 
digits by a price factor of five digits, of which 
the product cannot exceed eight digits. The to 
talizer capacity is inted to eight orders and a 
total or balance of eight digits may be typed into 
the total section. 

In some transactions, the quantity factors of 
each item do not exceed two digits and the price 
factors do not exceed three digits, so that their 
product cannot exceed five digits. Further, in 
such transactions, the total of the items may 
never exceed five digits or always be below 
B1000.00. For such transactions, a bill sheet con 
taining only five columns in each of the amount, 
credit, and total sections will be used, and the 
tab stops will be set according to the spacing be 
tween the reduced extension sections. The 
quantity and price sections will not be reduced 
in size since a discount item would still require 
the typing of three quantity digits and a five Order 
annount to be discounted. The product or the 
discount cannot, however, exceed five digits, as 
the product of the three discount percentage 
digits and the five amount digits would be reduced 
by three decimal places to the left to give the true 
discount amount. 

In order to provide for the automatic typing of 
the extensions in the proper columns of the re 
duced extension fields of the bill, column reduc 
tion means is provided, rendered effective by 
manual Operation of a column reduction switch, 
The column reduction means, in effect, reduces 
the capacity of the value retaining means, the 
product readout means, and the total readout means from eight orders to five. 

In the following parts of the description, a 
common reference character may be used to de 
note similar elements, and the elements may be 
differentiated by suffixing a distinguishing char 
acter to the common character, with a hyphen 
between the characters. Thus, the typewriter 
keys (Figs. 1 and 9) have the common reference 
character f, and keys -l, 2 . . . refer to the 
keys for causing typing of the digits 1, 2, . . . 9. 

The type oriter unit 
Referring to Figs. 1 and 9, the typewriter unit 

TU is of a well known kind, the general princi 
ples of which may be found in Patents Nos. 
1,777,055 and 1,873,512. Depression of a key 
releases a latch f from a can 2, permitting the 
can to be forced by a lever against a friction 
roller 4 constantly rotated by the typewriter 
notor. As can 2 engages the roller 4, it is 
rocked together with its carrier in a direction 
to depress the connected link . . This link, 
through linkage T, propels the type bar 8 
against the sheet on platen 9, thereby typing 
the character corresponding to the operated key. 
Towards the end of the stroke of the type bar, 
it strikes a universal member 2 which, through 
a link 2, actuates the escapement control 22 to 
cause an intraline or character spacing operation 
of the typewriter carriage 23. Operation of the 
space bar SP also causes a similar intraline spacing. 

5 

O 

5 

20 
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35 
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8 
The carriage return means includes a key CR 

depression of which initiates automatic action 
of the carriage return mechanism, which may 
be of the kind disclosed in Patents No. 1,753,450, 
No. 2,200,767, and No. 1,955,614. The carriage 
return key CR (see Fig. 14) is pivoted on 
the rod 43 (also see Flg. 9) and has an arm 
462a controlling a cam unit 463 which is generally 
similar to the cam unit including cam 2 but in 
cludes only a single-lobe cam 4.64. The friction 
clutch 465 is substantially identical with the One 
described in Patent No. 1,753,450 which, when 
engaged, causes a tape drum 466 to be rotated 
in such wise as to wind up the carriage return 
tape 467. This tape passes over a guide roller 
468 and thence under the member 439 to a pulley 
469 mounted on one arm of a bell crank 40. The 
bell crank is pivotally mounted on a bracket 7 
secured to member 439 which is part of carriage 
23 (Fig. 9). The arm of the crank carrying 
pulley 469 extends downwardly through an open 
ing in member 439. After passing around pulley 
469, the tape is secured to the underside of men ber 39. 
The clutch 465 is controlled by the toggle links 

472 which interconnect a relatively fixed bracket 
473 and a clutch operating lever 474. One of 
the toggle links has an arm 4, 2a connected by a 
link 45 to cam unit 463. When the carriage 
return key CR is depressed, the cam 64 is oper 
atively engaged by the periphery of power roller 
4, whereby the cam unit is rotated in a direc 

tion to depress link 475. This action of the link 
straightens the toggle linkage 472 and moves it 
slightly past dead center position. The straight 
ening of the toggle linkage causes the upper end 
of the lever 474 to move to the right to render 
clutch 465 active. An adjustable plate 46 lim 
its the movement of the toggle linkage 42 past 
dead center position in which the linkage is held by a spring 477. 
Cooperating with the arm 42C is one arm of a 

bell crank 48 pivotally mounted on a fixed men 
ber 4. The other arm of the bell crank is con 
nected by a rod 480 to one arm of a three-armed 
lever 48 pivotally mounted on a fixed part of 
the framework. One of the other arms of lever 

50 
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48 is connected by a link 482 to a trip lever 
pivotally mounted on the real rail 442 (see also 
Fig. 9). The trip lever 483 has an inclined sur 
face 483a designed to act as a cam surface. 
Secured in the end plate 438 of the carriage 2 
(Fig. 9) is the marginal stop rack 485 on which 
the right and left-hand margin stops 24a and 24, 
respectively, are adjustably mounted. 
When the carriage return key CR is depressed 

to bring clutch 465 into action, lever 478 is rocked 
counterclockwise (Fig. 14). This causes link 42 
to move downwardly and to the right, thereby 
rocking lever 483 in a direction to raise cam sur 
face 498a into the path of the downwardly pro 
jected part 424 of the left margin stop 24. The 
clutch 465 when engaged causes the tape 47 to 
draw the carriage 23 to the right (Fig. 14) and 
when part 424 of stop 24 strikes cam surface 
48a of lever 483, and rocks this lever in a clock 
wise direction this causes the link 482 to be drawn 
to the left with the result that lever 48 is rocked 
clockwise and the arm thereof cooperating with 
the arm 4.2a will bend the toggle linkage 72 to 
effect disengagement of clutch 65. 
The carriage is arrested in left-hand margin 

position by the engagement of the projection 424 
of stop 2 with the lug 48a formed in the usual 
tabular lever 8 forming part of the tabulatir" 
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mechanism such as disclosed in Patent No. 
1935,436. The platen 9 is line spaced each time 
the carriage return mechanisrin is operated. The 
means by which this is accomplished is described 
in detail in Patent No. 1,957,322. Briefly, when 
lever ATO is rocked counterclockwise (Fig. 14) 
by tape 46 just before the actual carriage return 
movement begins, the lever, through a tongue and 
slot connection, depresses a slide 403. This slide 
carries a pivoted dog 404 which engages the usual 
line space ratchet 405 (see Fig. 1). Thus, each 
time the slide 403 is depressed, dog 404 acts on 
ratchet 405 to turn platen 9 through One line 
space increment. The setting of the usual line 
space control lever 406 governs the extent of a line 
spacing movement as explained fully in Patent 
No. 1,957,322. 
The tab spacing means is of the automatic 

type, such as disclosed in Patent No. 1,935,436, 
and includes the tab key Tab, depression of which 
initiates automatic action of the tabular spacing 
mechanisri to effect tab spacing in accordance 
with the setting of the tab stops (not shown). 
The tab stops are set in accordance with the 
required lateral spacing of the lists or vertical 
fields of the bill (Fig. 13) to be prepared. 

Peculiar to the present invention is a normally 

O 
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25 

open switch 24 (see Fig. 10) mounted on the 
frame behind the carriage 23. An extension 25 
of the left margin stop 25 closes the switch when 
the carriage is returned to the beginning of the 
line. 
The carrier 5 of each of the digit keys has 

an insulating roller 26 for engaging the adjacent 
spring blade 27, upon operation of the digit key, 
to close inner and Outer contacts 28 and 28' in 
succession. Similarly, depression of the space 
bar, the carriage return key, and the tab key 
causes closure of an associated pair of contacts 28. 
A solenoid 30 is associated with each digit key, 

the carriage return key, the tab key, and the 
space bar. Energization of a solenoid 30 acts 
through linkage 3 to depress the associated ele 
ment automatically, 
The typewriter unit also is provided with an 

error key EK, a credit key CK, a discount key 
DK, a total key TK, and a total and reset key 
TRK, each closing contacts which are shown in 
the circuit diagram, Fig.12a. 

Also included in the tyewriter unit, in addition 
to the usual typewriter motor switch SW-T, are 
the three-pole switch SW-L, the total bank reset 
switch SW-TR, the product bank reset switch 
SW-PR, and the column reduction switch SW-C. 
The functions of the switches, the special keys, 

the key contacts, and the key solenoids will be 
explained hereinafter in detail in connection with 
the circuit. , 

The Calculator it 

Dripe-Referring to Figs, 1 and 5, the motor 
M-C rotates a shaft 2 to which is fixed a toothed 
driving clutch disk 33 adapted to be engaged by 
a clutch dog 34 carried by a clutch arm 3S fixed 
to the calculator cycle shaft 36. The clutch dog 
and arm are normally latched by a lever 37 and 
associated rebound latch 37'. The latch lever is 
provided with an armature portion 8 associated 
with a clutch magnet 40. Energization of the . 
clutch magnet releases lever from the clutch 
dog and arm, causing the clutch dog to engage in 
a notch of the driving disk 33 and thus couple 
shaft to shaft 32 for at least one revolution. 
Accumulator banks.-The calculator unit has 

two accumulator banks ACC-P and ACC, rear 
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10 
spectively the Product and Total banks. The 
general construction of these accumulator banks 
is similar to that disclosed in Patent No. 1976,617. 
Briefly, shaft 36, through gears 4 (see Fig. 3) ro 
tates a shaft 42 acting, through gears 43, to rotate 
a shaft 44. The latter shaft, through individual 
clutch connections selectively rendered effective by 
double coil entry magnets CM, one for each order, 
drives gears 45, each meshed with a gear 46 on 
an indicator wheel , rotatably mounted on a 
shaft 8. Gear 5 is meshed also with a gear 48 
of the rotor 50 associated with the same denomi 
national order or column of the readout commu 
tator PRO (see Fig. 12b) of the product bank as 
the indicator wheel. This product bank commu 
tator is similar to the readout commutator of 
Patent No. 1,976,617. The gear ratio between 
shaft aid the rotor 6 is such as to cause the 
rotor to make one revolution for two of the iridi 
cator trieel. The rotor S) of each coins has 
two diametrically opposite brushes 5, alterating 
during successive cycles, in engaging the citectics 
ring 52 of the column and the segments 33-3 to 8 
common to two adjacent columns. 
The product bank is used to obtain the product, 

of two factors, which, for the illustrative bill (Fig. 
13), are the numbers under the headings "Quana 
tity" and "Price.' In the present instance, the 
quantity factor is limited to three digits and the 
price factor to five digits, and, therefore, the prod 
uct cannot exceed eight digits. Accordingly, the 
product bank has eight columns for the product. 
The multiplication is effected by the over and 
over addition method, and a ninth Column of the 
product bank receives the denominational order 
values of the multiplier, One Order at a time, while 
a tenth column coacts with the ninth column to 
determine the number of cycles of entry of the 
multiplicandin the first eight columns. 
A total bank ACC-T is used to obtain a bal 

ance of the items on one or more bills. The 
items may be either debit or credit items. The 
debit itern may be considered as the plus item, 
while the credit item may be considered as the 

5 ninus item. The debit amounts are entered ad 
ditively or as plus numbers into the total bank, 
while the credit amounts are entered, subtrac 
tively, as complements; The maximum total to 
be taken care of by the total bank is not to ex 
ceed eight digits and, therefore, eight columns of 
the bank are provided for this total. A ninth col 
umn of the total bank is provided to receive a 
'9' whenever a complement is entered in the to 
tal bank. If the sum of the plus items exceeds 
or is equal to the sum of the rhinus items, the 
ninth column will stand at "0,' whereas if the 
sum of the minus items or complements exceeds 
the sum of the plus items, the ninth column will 
read "9.” The ninth column is tested for the 
presence of a "9" to determine whether a com 
plement or credit total is standing in the first 
eight columns of the total bank. If a credit to 
tal is detected, then its complement is read out 
and the credit typed as a true number. The 
readout commutator TRO (Fig. 12b) of the total 
bank is similar in principle to those disclosed in 
Patents Nos. 2,007,375, and 2,045,437. One order 
of this commutator is shown diagrammatically 
in Fig. 3a and comprises axially spaced -- and - 
collector rings respectively wiped by -- and - 
brushes carried by rotors, insulated from each 
other but which are commonly operated by one 
gear 49 in step with the Operation of the indi 
cator wheel 4 of the same order. There are two 
diametrically opposite - brushes and two simi 
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larly disposed -- brushes, and while one -- brush 
is wiping the -- collector ring, the opposite -- 
brush is traversing the commutator segments 0 
to 9. The - brushes are one step behind the -- 
brushes, so that with the -- brush on the '0' 
segment, one - brush is on the '9' segment and 
the opposite - brush on the - collector ring. 
Similarly, with the -- brush on the 1, 2, 3 . . . 
or 9 segment, the - brush is on the 0, 1, 2 . . . or 
8 segment. 

In entering the complement of a credit item 
into the total bank, the elusive '1' must be added 
to the units order. The elusive '1' means is 
such as disclosed in Patent No. 1,976,617. Re 
ferring to Fig. 4, the elusive '1' magnet ELM, 
upon energization, releases armature latch 55 
from the rockably mounted arm 56 which sup 
ports the carry over pawl 57 (also see Fig. 3) 
engaged with the carry cam 58 of the units order 
wheel 4. The release of arm 58 permits a spring 
59 to rock the arm rearwardly against the carry 
ball 60. After the digit entry portion of an ac 
cumulator cycle (see Fig. 11a), a cam 6 (Fig. 4) 
on shaft 42 acts, through a lever 62 linked to bail 

'' 60, to rock the bail forwardly, thereby returning 
the carry arm 56 into latching engagement. With 
the armature latch 55 of the meanwhile deener 
gized magnet ELM. As the arm 56 is restored, 
the pawl 5 engages a tooth of cam 58 to move 
the units order wheel 4 one step, adding the 
elusive "l' to the units column of the total bank. 
The carry over mechanism between adjacent 

orders of the accumulator banks is such as dis 
closed in Patent No. 1,976,617 and includes carry 
cams 68 and pawls 57 for each of different orders, 
their carriers 56, latches 55, bail 60, link 62, and 
cam 6. When an indicator wheel, during the 
entry period, moves from 9 to 0, a high tooth 
of the associated carry cam 58 rocks the follower 
pawl 57 to an extent sufficient to cause a lat 
erally extending ear 57 thereof to rock the latch 

of the next higher order downwardly so as 
to release the arm 56 of the latter Order. The 
operation of bail 60, after the entry period, rocks 
the released arm 56 to cause the pawl 57 carried 
thereby to advance the latter order one step. 

Referring to Figs. 1 and 8, the reset means 
for the accumulator banks is of the type disclosed 
in Patent No. 2,049,690. There is a reset magnet 
RM for each bank, energization of which causes 
rotation of the shaft 48 of the indicator wheels 
of the related bank to effect resetting of the in 
dicator wheels and the other, connected elements 
of the bank. The means for effecting rotation 
of the shaft 48 comprises a gear 8 fixed to one 
end of the shaft and meshed with a gear 64 freely 
mounted on a shaft 65. Rigid with gear 84 is a 
clutch collar 66 having a single notch 86' adapted 
to receive the nose of a clutch dog 87 carried by 
an arm 68 fixed to shaft 65. During rotation of 
shaft 65, the tail of the clutch dog engages the 
roller 89 provided on one end of a lever 70 which 
is normally latched up by armature 7 of the re 
set magnet RM. During each revolution of shaft 
ls, the engagement of the tail of the clutch dog 
with roller 69 cams the nose of the dog out 
wardly as it traverses the notch 86' of the sta 
tionary clutch collar 86. When the magnet RM 
is energized, lever 70 is unlatched and moves 
clockwise (Fig. 8) so that roller 69 is no longer 
in the path of the tail of clutch dog 67. As a 
result, when the nose of the clutch dog next 
reaches notch 66', it is free to move into the 
notch and, in so doing, it couples the gear 64 to 
the shaft 85 for a single revolution. Gear 64, 
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during its revolution, acts through gear to 
rotate shaft 48 to reset the bank associated with 
the energized reset magnet. 

Rigid with driven gear 64 is a can 7" (Fig. 1) 
which, during the revolution of this gear, cams 
a bail 72 (also see Fig. 8) counterclockwise, caus 
ing an insulating lug 72' thereof to depress the 
lower spring blade 73 carrying one of the points 
of the normally closed contacts RMd. Thus, dur 
ing reset of a bank, the associated contacts RMia 
are momentarily opened. 
The reset magnet of the total bank may be 

characterized as RM-T, and that of the prod 
luct bank as RM-P. It should also be noted that 
similar elements of both banks may be distin 
guished by appending the letter P to the com 
mon reference character to designate association 
with the product bank and by the letter T to des 
ignate association with the total bank. Further, 
denominational orders of similar-elements may be 
distinguished by appending to the common ref 
erence character, the letter u to designate the 
lunits order, the letter t to designate the tens 
Order, the letter h to designate the hundreds or 
der, the letters th to designate the thousands 
order, the symbol. Othd to designate the tens of 
thousands order, and so on. Further, in the de 
scription of relays, the relay contacts may be 
characterized by the reference number or char 
acter of the relay magnet followed by a letter 
a, b, c, etc. 
Cam contacts, impulse emitters, make and break 

contacts-Referring to Figs. 1 and 6, the accu 
mulator cycle shaft 36 extends past the total 
bank ACC-T, and near its right-hand end car 
ries two make and break contact cams 74 for op 
erating make and break contacts 75. Shaft 
drives, in one-to-one ratio, gears 7 8 carrying the 
brushes 77 (see Fig. 12d) of two impulse emit 
ters E-- and E-, respectively, the plus or debit 
and the minus or credit emitters. Shaft 3 also 
drives, in one-to-one ratio, through gearing 78 
(also see Fig. 7), the shaft 65, previously referred 
to in the description of the reset means. Shaft 
65 carries a plurality of cams A' for operating 
the Several A cam contacts (see Fig. 11a). The 
make and break contacts 75, the emitters E-- 
and E-, and the A cam contacts all operate on 
a "16' point cycle basis, and this '16" point cycle 
may be referred to as an accumulator cycle (Fig. 
11a). 
Cleared one-to-three to shaft 3 is a shaft 

which drives, in one-to-one ratio, the brushes 8 
(see Figs. 1, 6 and 12b) of auto type emitters E-T 
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and E-P. Driven one-to-one by shaft T is a 
shaft 8 on which are two make and break cams 
82 for operating the make and break contacts 88. 
The shafts 79 and 8 carry the cams R' for oper 
ating the R cam contacts. The latter can con 
tacts, emitters E-P and E-T, and make and break 
contacts 83 all operate on a '14' point cycle 
basis, and this cycle may be referred to as the 
readout cycle (Fig. 11b). As indicated by Figs. 
lla and 11b, each readout cycle is coextensive 
With a series of three accumulator cycles. The 
readout cycle thus takes three times as long as an 
accumulator cycle, and the speed of the readout 
cycle means is such as to suit the requirements 
for accurate operation of the typewriter mecha 
nism. 
As will be brought out further in connection 

with the description of the circuit, the points of 
the readout cycle marked '1,' '2' . . . '8' corre 
spond to columns of the accumulator banks and 
designate the points of the readout cycle at which 
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corresponding columns of the banks are read out. 
The points '9' to '1' of the accumulator cycle 
represent the points at which energization of a 
control magnet CMI causes entry of values '9' to 
'1' into the associated order of the accumulator 
bank, and the cycle interval '9' to '1' may be 
referred to as the entry portion of the cycle. , 

Selector switches-Also included in the cal 
culator unit are three selector switches SW-Fi, 
SW-#2, and SW-#3. The switch SW-# is used 
during the setting up of values under Control of 
the typewriter keys, the switch SW-E2 is used 
during the multiplying operation, and the Switch 
SW-#3 is used to correlate controlling operations 
of the calculator unit to the tab spacing opera 
tion of the typewriter. The construction of each 
selector switch is similar and shown in Fig. 2. The 
Selector Switch comprises a common contact seg 
ment 84 and contact segments 85 wiped by a 
brush 86 fixed to a shaft 8. On this shaft is fast 
a ratchet wheel 88 engaged by a holding pawl 89 
which prevents the shaft from being restored, in 
a counterclockwise direction, by a spring 90, to 
the home position, which is one step behind the 
'1' segment. While the brush is in home posi 
tion, an insulating roller 9 on its rear end holds 
a pair of contacts SWa and SWb open. As soon 
as the brush departs from home position, these. 
contacts close. The holding pawl 89 of the switch 
is released from the ratchet 88, to permit restora 
tion of the brush, upon energization of a release 
magnet SWR. The ratchet 88 is also engaged 
by an actuating pawl 92 carried by the armature 
lever 93 of the stepping magnet SWM. Each 
time magnet SWM is energized, it causes pawl 92 
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As long as the switch SW-L, is closed, current is 
fed to opposite common lines C-02 and the 
calculator motor M-C and the typewriter motor 

0. 

M-Tremain in Operation. 
Relating to suitch SW-#3 

Fig. 12f shows the circuit connections through 
switch SW-it3. (see Fig. 2 for mechanical con 
struction) which is used to correlate the tabular 
spacing operations and, hence the vertical fields 
of the bill, with the calculator operations. To 
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to advance the brush 86 one step. The construc 
tion of the ratchet 88 is such as to prevent its ad 
vance and advance of the brush 86 from segment 
85-0 or from its "10' position should an impulse 
be received by the stepping magnet SWM while 
the brush is in the '10' position. 

Circuits and operation 
The machine is connected to a current service 

line through a common plug OO (left of Fig. 12a). 
Binding posts b are provided in the calculator 
unit, as indicated in Fig. 12a, and the connections 
to and from the binding posts may be referred to 
as connections b-1, b-2, b-3, etc. The connections 
leading upwardly in Fig. 12a from the binding 
posts connect the calculator unit to the type 

40 

each of the ten segments of switch SW-E3 is 
connected a plug socket iO3 which may be wired 
by a plug connection 104 to any of the five plug 
sockets 05. Each segment of the Switch, as well 
as the connected plug socket 03, corresponds to 
one of the fields of the bill, as indicated in Fig. 
12f. For the present case, the lot number field 
socket is left unconnected from any of sockets 
05. For the typing of the illustrative bill (Fig. 

13), the quantity field socket 103-2 is connected 
to socket 05-2, the dollars amount socket iO3-8 
is connected to socket 05-3, the dollars credit 
amount socket iO3-8 is connected to socket fos-4, 
and the total socket 103-O is connected to socket 
O5-5. 
The sockets f O3 are successively connected to 

common line of by stepping the brush 86 of the 
selector switch along segments 85 in accordance 
with the tabular spacing of the bill and, therefore, 
in accordance with the fields of the bill brought 
to typing position. In order that the selection of 
sockets 03 by switch SW-it-3 be repeated for each 
line of the bill, the brush of this Switch is restored 
to home position as an incident to each carriage 
return operation. When the carriage return key 
CR is operated, key contacts 28-CR close, form 
ing the following circuit (Fig. 12d) : 

Suvitch-#3 release magnet.-Common line 02, 
through release magnet SWR-3, connection b-36, 
key contacts 28-CR, connection b-37, common 
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writer and are gathered in the cable 9, as shown . 
in Fig. 1. 
To run the typewriter unit by itself, the type 

Writer switch SW-T is closed, forming the foll 
lowing circuit (Fig. 12): 

Tupeloriter motor circuits #i-From one side 
of the plug 100, through connection b-, switch 
SW-T, typewriter motor M-T, connection b-2, to 
the Opposite side of the plug. 
When it is desired to operate the typewriter 

jointly with the calculator, the three pole switch 
SW-L, is closed, establishing the following cir 
cuits (Fig. 12a): 

Typewriter motor circuit #2. From one side 
of plug 00, through connection b-t, the left pole 
of switch SW-L, motor M-T, connection b-2, to 
the opposite side of the plug. 

Calculator motor circuit.--From one side of 
plug 00, through connection b-, the center pole 
of switch SW-L, connection b-4, common line 
10, calculator unit motor M-C, opposite common 
line iO2, connection b-3, the right pole of switch 
SW-L, connection b-2, to the other side of the 
plug. 

55 

line of. 
When the carriage reaches the beginning-of 

the-line position, contacts 24 (see Fig. 10) close, 
as explained before. These contacts are in par 
allel with the key contacts 28-CR, and closure 
thereof forms a parallel circuit through the re 
lease magnet. Thus, even if the carriage return 
operation were effected manually instead of as a 
result of depression of the carriage return key, 
the closure of contacts 24 would result in ener 
gization of magnet SWR-3. Energization of this 
magnet causes the return of the brush 86 to home 
position, one step behind the "1" segment of the 
Switch SW-#3. 
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The first operation on the bill sheet is to type 
in the heading. Since the description field, along 
a vertical extension of which the heading lies, 
corresponds to socket 3-5, which is not con 
nected to any of sockets C5, the typing in the 
heading will not affect the operation of the cal 
culator unit. After typing the heading, the oper 
8tor manually initiates a carriage return opera 
tion and spaces the oil sheet to position the first 
item line of he bill at the typing line. As a resuit 
of the carriage return operation, the brush of 
switch SW-#3 is restored to home position. The 
tab key is then depressed to tabulate the carriage 
to the first collinn of the lot number field, The 
depression of the tab key closes key contacts 
28-Tab to form the following circuit (Fig. 12a) 
through the stepping magnet SWM-S of Switch 
SW-3: 

Sutto: S.P. 3 siegpig magnet-line E62, 
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through magnet SWM-3, connection b-8, key 
contacts 28-Tab, connection b-3T, line O. 

Energization of magnet SWM-3 steps the brush 
86 to segment '1' of switch SW-its, connecting 
the socket O3- to common line of (See Fig. 
12f). As socket O3-, corresponding to the code 
number field, is not connected. to any of sockets 
05, the calculator unit will not be conditioned 

for correlation with the code number field. The 
operator now proceeds to type the code number. 
Having finished typing the code number, the tab 
key is depressed to bring the first column of the 
quantity field to typing position. This tabular 
spacing Operation again forms the circuit of 
magnet SWM-3, causing the feeler of switch 
SW- it 3 to move to segment "2.' When this 
occurs, the following circuit is established (Fig. 
12f): 

Coil 110 circuit.-Line O, through position '2' 
of switch SW-#3, socket D3-2, connection 104 to 
socket 105-2, coil fo, line O2. 

Energization of coil C closes contacts Oa to 
form the following circuit (lower part of Fig. i2e): 

Coil 111 circuit #1.-Line 0 , contacts iOa, 
coil f, line O2. 

Coil closes contacts a (Fig. 12a). Clo 
sure of these contacts is a condition precedent to 
the completion of circuits, traced later, for en 
tering values typed into the quantity, price, 
amount, and credit flelds of the bill (Fig. 13) into 
Value retaining means provided in the calculator 
unit. Thus, energization of coil conditions the 
calculator unit to receive values typed on the bill. 

The value retaining means 
The value retaining means comprises a bank of 

relays including eight columns of value retaining 
coils 4 (Fig. 12c) and associated relay contacts 

a and b. For convenience, the bank of 4b 
contacts is shown separately in Fig. 12d. The 
denominational order of each column of the value 
retaining bank is indicated at the bottom of the 
column (Figs. 12c and 12d). During the typing 
of the quantity, the hundreds, tens, and units or 
ders of quantity digits are entered, respectively, 
into the first or left-hand column of the value 
retaining bank, the second, and third columns, 
During typing of the price factor, the successive 
orders of price digits are entered into the fourth, 
fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth or right-hand 
column of the value retaining bank. During typ 
ing in the amount or credit section of the bill, 
the eight columns of the value retainer bank cor 
respond to the eight columns of the amount or 
the credit section, and are successively set up, 
from left to right, in the same order as the digits 
are typed in the corresponding columns of the 
amount or credit section. Each column of the 
value retainer bank includes ten value coils - 4 
and related 4a and b contacts, corresponding 
to digits 0 to 9, as indicated for the left hand 
column in Figs. 12c and d. 

In effect, the value retaining bank is equiva 
lent to a counter bank which does not require 
cyclical operation and differential timing to re 
Celve values. Thus, the values typed into the 
quantity, price, amount, and credit sections may 
be entered into the value retaining means with 
out requiring a counter cycle for each digit entry. 
This saves considerable time in the operation of 
the machine. If a cyclical counter were used, it 
would be necessary to initiate a counter cycle as 
a timed incident to the typing of each digit to be 
entered, and it would be necessary to wait for 
one cycle to be completed before the next digit 
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could be typed and entered. The value retain 
ing means, as will be made clear further on, re 
ceolves a digit entry as an immediate conse 
quence of the typing of the digit, just as though 
the value retaining means were an impression 
able medium similar to the sheet on which the 
digit is being typed. 

Relating to entry into the value retaining bank 

The entry means includes a pair of relay coils 
5 (upper right of Fig. 12a) for each digit key. 

The energization of the pair of coils 5, corre 
sponding to a digit, closes a row of eight la 
contacts (Fig. 12c.) which are in series with the 
eight value coils of the corresponding digit 
row of the value retaining bank. The closure of 
the 5ct contacts partially closes the circuits of 
the related value coils, but only one of these clr 
cuits at a time may be completed, depending on 
the operation of the selector Switch SW.it . This 
switch functions to correlate the columns of the 
retaining relay coils successively with the corre 
sponding columns of the bill into which the digits 
to be entered are being typed. In effect, the 
Switch SW-it successively places the columns of 
the value retaining bank under control of the 
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digit keys just as the intraline spacing of the cor 
responding Columns of the bill successively places 
them in condition to be typed under control of 
the digit keys. 
Concerning suitch SW-#I.-Initially, the 

brush 8s of switch SW-it is in home position, 
One step behind the '1' segment 85 (see Fig. 2). 
When a digit key is operated to type the digit in 
the first column of the quantity, amount, or 
credit Section of the bill, the stepping magnet 
SWM-1 of switch SW-# is energized to step 
the brush 86 to the '1' segment which is in the 
circuit of the first or left hand column of coils 

(see Fig. 12c). The switch reaches this posi 
tion immediately before the operation of the key 
results in the energization of the related key 
coils 5 and the consequent closure of the row 
of contacts 5d. As a result of the positioning 
of Switch SW-1 and closure of a contacts, an 
initiating or main circuit is formed through a 
coil 4 in the left hand column of the retaining 
relay bank. The switch SW- selects the column 
of the value bank of which a coil is to be en 
ergized, while the contacts a select, in this col 
lumn, the particular coil corresponding to the 
digit which is being type by the active digit key. 
The energized coil f 4 closes its 4a contacts 
to form a stick circuit, operative after opening 
of the momentarily closed a contacts, 
When the second digit is typed, the switch 

SW-Fi is stepped to position '2' to select the 
Second column of the value retainer bank, and 
so on for the third, fourth, and to the eighth col 
umn of the retainer relay bank. If, instead of 
Operating a digit key, the space bar SP is oper. 
ated, the switch SW-1 will be similarly stepped 
along, thereby maintaining the columns of the 
retaining relay bank coordinated with the intra 
line spacing of the corresponding orders of the 
bill columns in which the value to be entered is being typed. 

Entry of quantity and price factors.--To sim 
plify the explanation, assume that the quantity 
or multiplier factor is 123 and the price or multi 
plicand factor is 45678. It will be recalled that 
the bill has been tabulated to the first quantity 
column and that coll is energized to close 
contacts fla (Fig. 12a). When key O-f is now 
operated to type the digit 1 into the hundreds or 
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first column of the quantity field, the inner and 
outer key contacts 28 and 28 (see Fig. 9) are 
closed in succession. Contacts 28 are closed first 
by the action of roller 26 and, after closure of 
contacts 28, the left hand blade of the latter con 
tacts is moved further to cause contacts 28' to 
close. 
the closure of contacts 28. Referring now to Fig. 
12a, the closure of contacts 28 of key O-l, with 
contacts a in closed condition, establishes the 
following circuit: 

Coil 120 circuit.-Line Of, normally closed con 
tacts a, contacts fia, connection b-6, com 
mon 8 of the key contacts, inner key contacts 
28-, common 19 of the key contacts, connec 
tion b-5, coil 20, line 02. 

Coil 29 closes contacts 20a to form the follow 
ing circuit (Fig. 12a): 

Suitch SW-#1 stepping circuit.-Line Of, 
contacts 20a, in parallel through magnet SWM 
and a coil 2, line 02. 

Energization of magnet SWM-1 steps the feeler 
of Switch SW- to the '1' column segment 85, 
preparing the first or left hand column of the 
coils 4 for receiving the first quantity digit. 
The selection of a coil in this column is con 
trolled by closure of outer key contacts 28 which 
occurs immediately after closure of contacts 28. 
Thus, it is made certain that the selection of the 
Column of coils 4 by switch SW-1 to receive an 
entry takes place before the selection of a coil 

in the selected column. It should be noted 
that even were contacts 28 and 28 to be closed 
simultaneously, the column selecting action of 
Switch SW-# would precede the digit coil select 
ing action of the key contacts because of the step 
ping action of the switch being effected rapidly 
and being completed before the key coils 5 suc 
ceed in closing the 85a contacts, 
As a result of the closing of key contacts 28-, 

the following circuit forms (Fig. 12a): 
Keg coil circuit.-Line Sol, contacts if Ta, a, 

connection b-6, common wire 8, contacts 28-, 
Connection b-23, key coils it, common wire 
22, line 2. 
Referring to Fig. 12c, coils f 15- close the row 

of eight contacts 5a-i, but with switch SW.it 
now in first column selecting position, the closure 
of contacts 5a-2 only in this first column is ef 
fective to form a main circuit through the coil 
4- of this column, as follows (Fig. 12c): 
Value coil main circuit.-Line O2, coil 4 

of the first column, contacts 5a- in series 
therewith, common wire 23, the connected, nor 
mally closed space relay contacts 24a, contacts 
25a, column reduction relay contacts (26a, posi 
tion “1” of switch SW-# , line fol. 
A Stick circuit for the energized coil 4- of 

the left hand column is formed by closure of con 
tacts 4a-i, as follows (Fig. 12c) : 

Value coil stick circuit.-Line SO2, coil 4-, 
contacts 4a-i, common wire 27, coil 25, in 
parallel through cam contacts A3 and column 
shift relay contacts 28a-h, common wire 29, in 
parallel through cam contacts AO and total entry 
relay contacts 30a, normally closed contacts 
3d, 32a, connection b-33 (continue with Fig. 
12a), the left, normally closed side of error key 
contacts EKa, connection b-34, line Cf. 

Coil 25, energized by the above circuit, opens 
contacts 25a, common to the main circuits of the 
left hand column of coils 4, to make certain 
that not more than one coil 4 
in this column. 
The successive typing of the remaining digits of 

Will be energized 

5 

The closure of contacts 28 thus precedes 
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18 
the quantity and price sections of the bill re 
peatedly closes the SWM- circuit to step the 
switch SW-# to the successive switch positions 
correlated with the different value retaining relay 
columns. The main circuit of a coll 4 in the 
second column differs from the previously traced 
main circuit of the first column in extending 
through contacts 33a and position '2' of switch 
SW-El. The stick circuit of the second column 
is similar to the stick circuit traced above but 
extends through a coil 33 and in parallel through 
cam contacts A2 and column shift contacts 
28a-t. The coil 33 opens contacts 33a to pre 
vent energization of more than one coil 4 in 
the second column. The main circuit of the units 
quantity column extends through contacts 34a 
and position '3' of switch SW-# , while its stick 
circuits extends through coil 134, functioning to 
the same effect as coil 25 in preventing energiza 
tion of more than one relay coil in the same col 
umn, and through cam contacts A and parallel 
column shift contacts 28a-u. The main circuits 
of coils f of the fourth to eighth columns, in 
clusive, of the retaining relay bank are estab 
lished by the typing of the price digits and re 
spectively.include contacts 35a, 36a, 37a, 88a, 
and RHa, and positions “4,” “5,” “6,' '7,' and 
'8' of the Switch SW-. The last three columns 
do not include column reduction contacts 26a. 
All of the last five columns do not include any A 
cam contacts and column shift contacts as these 
are unnecessary for the price columns, the price 
being entered into the product bank during one 
accumulator cycle, as will be explained later. 
The stick circuits of the fourth to seventh col 
umns coils as also include coils 35, 36, , 
and 13s, functioning to the same effect as coil 25 
of the first column stick circuit in opening the 
main circuits to prevent more than one coil in a 
column caling energized during the typing of the 
itera. The stick circuit of the right hand or 
eighth column of cois a $ includes a multi-con 
tact, relay magnet RH and a relay coil 39, ener 
gization of oth of which determines that the last 
digit of the price or multiplicane factor has been 
se; up and that multiplication may begin. Mag 
net RH opens contacts RHa in the main circuit 
of the last column to prevent energization of 
more than one value retaining coil in this column 

50 
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Energization of the coils is closes associated 
4b contacts (see Fig. 2d). In the assumed ex 

ample, the contacts 42-i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 
of the first to eight columns are now closed, rep 
resenting the quantity factor 123 and the price 
factor 45678. The closed 4th contacts control 
entry of these factors into the product bank 
ACC-P to be multiplied, in a manner which will 
be explained hereinafter. w 
The control by the space bar.-it is not de 

sired to type a “0” in any of the dollars order 
columns of the oil, unless preceded by a signifl 
cant digit, but to leave such columns blank and 
to space to the next column. This is done by 
operation of space bar SP of the typewriter. The 
operation of the space bar causes switch SWail 
to step along so as to maintain the switch posi 
tions in proper correlation to the columns of 
value collis i? 4 and the corresponding bill col 
lumns. The operation of the space bar also causes 
the contacts 2a in the main circuits of each 
column of coils 4 to open in order to make 
certain that a coil 4 of any column correspond 
ing to a bill column being left blank is not picked 
up or energized. 
When the space bar SP is operated, its associ 
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ated contacts 23-SE close, completing the follow- deemergized and contacts Ca opened to bleak. 
ing circuit (Fig. 2a) : the coil circuit is . The ene gization of Coli 

Coil 14C circuit.--Line Ci, cent&cts a, 3, is is mainteined, however, through the CC 
connection b-8, contacts 28-SEP, collection bo', circuit: i: formed as 2, e33, of tie pie 
coll 40, line C2. of 32 traits order qui 2nsity digit, Co: 

Coil 4 closes contacts a to form a cirgii, contacts i? a remain closed during 3 tying 
through multiccatact space insignet 24, &S tol- in the price colunrag of the bill, so as to . 
lows (Fig. 2) : . the last; five columns c the Yal, a retiri 
Magnet 124 circuit.--Line (), contacts &c., to be set up in accord.ce with tie price £3,2t Cr. 

magnet 24, line 2. 0 is a result of the typing of the ce: tS 13)is 
To maintain magnet 2E energized Efter (On- order or right hand digi, of the price, tie Stick 

tacts 4.0a open, the magnet closes contacts it circuit of a corresponding digit value coil . . . in 
to form the following circuit (Fig. 12a) : the right, hand column of the value retaining bank 
Magnet 124. Stick circuit.--Line ( , in pa2 allel is established. AS stated before, this Stick circuit, 

through normally closed contacts 20t) and 2 C, 15 ilcludes coil 39 and the inliti" contagi, reley 
contacts 24b, magnet 24, line C2, magnet, R.E. (see Fig. 2). 
Magnet 24 opes contacts 2443. (Fig. 26) of Magnet, RH operas contacts Rib in the coil i? 

the main circuit, lines of the coli of the Wale circuit, ii. 2, and coil is now deer ergized, "Finen 
retainer relay b3.2k to pre (gigation of the operator, after typig the right, held price 
any of coils it during the spacing operatio. 20 digit, tabulates the description field to typing no 

also closes contg 14t (Fig. 2d), whic: 
contacts 20g of the switc. S. if stepgilag cii's 
cuit, to cause energizatio. 3 niggaet; coil deemergized E.R.: Contacts C, C 

3 or typing of 3,Iny digit:3 M 
not cause entry of : 
Lilit, 

... eSoration of slic, SE-i -- 3:2 
2nitS order digit: i:30 tile rig: ht: 

of the value retaining 33:... causes cine."gigs, lion 
of Xaagnet R.E. and coii. 33. AS explaired Egy3, 

nor- :: t: :"...g.: 
Old circuit of coil 9, 23 iting in c. 
tion of the coil a.c. Cieri.3 g of coats, cic 

E33 fig. 2), the co: Cected Socket, 33 

coil 12, in parallel tie. 
and opens CGItSctS is ii., ti, 
circuit, but the parallel coatacis 
hold this stick ci 
operated for set 
When a digi y is ce: 2. 
forms, and coil 3 closes coin, Sc: i. 
lish, the raggi, Sr., circi, , 
the Switch } and algo () 
of the magnet is stick circui 
net SWM - circuit forms, paral; 

" 

File:In the mag 
ei Coil it is as SWitch, aaying perfor 23c: the function of 202:3- 

energized, Opening contacts 28, to calise lating the Colui IS of the Site retaining bank 
plete break it, the stick circuit of imagin 4. 40 to the co?"responding columns of the quantity and 
Thus, contacts 2 a time the deexergization of price sections, nay be restored to home position 
the space relay anagnet 24 to revent reclosing after the right hand price digit, has been entered. 
of contacts 2 g of the main circuit lines of tie AS Will be explained 2.2ein after, the product of 
value coils 4 (Fig. 12c) until the Switch SW. the (lantity and price is typed automatically into 
has been stepped to the position for selecting the 45 either the amount or credit, sections of the bill, 
value retaining column corresponding to the bi: and this typing is recised to enter the product 
column in which the first digit, is being typed. into the Waille retaining ball. The resolation 

Maintained action of coil. iii during typing of the Switch SW.ii. 
of price.--When the third or units order quantity tie Switch for correg 
column is typed, a coil it in the corresponding 59 retaining bank to the coiu Enths of the anci) 
third column from the left of the value retainiag Credit Section during the typing of the prict, in 
bank is energize and held by its stick circuit, either ore of these sections. The restore...ion of 
Common to the stick circuits of the couran is the the SWitch SW - it occ33'S 5.53, result of v. 
coll 34 (Fig. 2c.) which in addition to opening tion of magnet Fifi, withick closes the right gic.c of 
contacts 34 in the main circuit; to prevent Ore 55 contacts Ric to estai is the followi.g. circuit, 
than one coil if of the colunar being picked lap, (Fig. 2) : 
also closes contacts 34b in series with contacts Siljica, SWii rete:Se Zagnet.-Line tile 

fb of coil f l (see Fig. 12e). At this time, right side of contacts FEic, selector switch co 
switch SW-#3 is still in quantity field position tacts SWa- (closed as soon as the brush leaves 
"2" (Fig. 12f), so that coil it is energized to go hone position), magnet SWR-F, line 02. 
hold contacts foa closed, with the result that the Energization of magnet SWR-i restores the 
coll ill circuit it f is still in effect, and coil brush of Switch SW-fi to home position. 
is now holding contacts b closed. Now, when 
contacts 34b close, the following circuit forms Multiplication 
(Fig. 12e): 65 Magnet R.H., energized as a result of entry of 
Coil 111 circuit #2.-Line O2, coil , con- the unitS order price digit, initiates multiplying 

tacts b, 34b, 42d, 43a, RHb, line Ol. Operation by the product bank, the quantity entry 
After the units order quantity digit is typed, being treated as the multiplier and the price entry 

the operator actuates the tab key to tabulate as the multiplicand. The multiplying operation 
the first column of the price section of the bill 70 is by the over and over addition method and re 
to typing position. The operation of the tab key quires the performance of accumulator cycles by 
forms the Switch SW-#3 stepping magnet circuit, the product bank; hence, the clutch magnet 46 
bringing the Switch SW-#3 to position '3' (Fig. (FigS. 1 and 5) must first be energized. When 
12f) which is not connected to any of sockets OS. magnet RH was energized, it closed contacts 
When the switch left position '2,' coil O was 75 RHal, forming the following circuit (Fig. 12f} : 
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Clutch circuit #i-Line 02, clutch magnet 40, 
wire 45, contacts R.Hall, line 0. 

Energization of clutch magnet 40 initiates rota 
tion of calculator shaft 36 (Figs. 1, 6, and 7) to 
perform accumulator and readout cycles (Figs. 
11a and 11b). As previously explained, a series 
of three successive accumulator cycles a CCOm 
panies each readout cycle. Hereinafter, the time 
of Operation of R cam contacts may not only be 
referred to the portion of the readout cycle when 
the operation occurs but also to the accumulator 
cycle which accompanies this portion of the read 
out cycle. Similarly, the time of operation of A 
can contacts may be referred to the accompany 
ing portion of the readout. cycle. 

During the first accumulator cycle, cam con 
tacts R9 (Fig. 11b) close, and when A9 can con 
tacts (Fig. 11a) also close at the '15' point, the 
following clutch circuit forms (Fig. 12f): 
Clutch shunt circuit.-Line O2, magnet 40, con 

tacts R9, contacts A9, line 0. 
Cam contacts R9 remain closed during the sec 

Ond accumulator cycle, so that the clutch shunt 
circuit repeats, maintaining the clutch engaged 
for the third cycle, independently of clutch cir 
cuit F. During the third accumulator cycle, 
the contacts R9 are open when cam contacts A9 
close at the '15' point, and the continuation of 
the clutch engagement for the next accumulator 
cycle then depends on clutch circuit it i, requir 
ing contacts RHad to be closed. Assuming the 
multiplication is completed during the third cycle, 
the magnet RH is deenergized when cam contacts 
As make, as will be brought out later and, there 
fore, contacts RHa open and the clutch is dis 
engaged at the D point of the third accumulator 
cycle. If multiplication is not completed during 
the third accumulator cycle of the first series, 
then clutch circuit #f continues in effect and a 
fourth accumulator cycle or the first of a second 
Series starts. During the latter cycle, cam con 
tacts R9 make again and the clutch shunt circuit 
takes effect to cause the second and third accumu 
lator cycles of the second series to be performed. 
Thus, if multiplication is not completed during 
a series of three accumulator cycles coextensive 
With a readout cycle, the calculator unit per 
forms a complete new series of accumulator . 

When multiplication is completed dur cycles. 
ing any series, the clutch shunt circuit continues 
calculator shaft 36 in operation to the end of the 
Series. Thus, the disengagement of the clutch 
Can occur only at the end of a series of three ac 
Cumulator cycles or the coextensive readout cycle. 

Entry of multiplier into product bank.-The 
multiplication by the product bank is by the over 
and over addition method, involving entry of the 
units, tens, and hundreds orders of the multiplier 
(quantity) in succession. This successive entry 
of the orders of the multiplier is controlled by 
Successive energization of column shift magnets 
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bank are at zero and, consequently, the brushes 
5 of the ninth and tenth orders, or columns 9 and 
10 of the product bank readout commutator PRO, 
are on common zero segment 53-0, as indicated 
in Fig. 12e. , 

It will be recalled that magnet RH and coil 
i39 were energized as a result of the entry into 
the right hand column of the value retaining 
means of the cents units price digit. Magnet 
RH closed contacts RHd to establish clutch mag 
net circuit it, traced above, to initiate accumu 
lator cycles. Magnet RH also closed contacts 
RHe, and when cam contacts A5 close at the 
“14 point of the first accumulator cycle (see 
Fig.11a), the following circuit forms (Fig. 12e): 

Switch SW-#2 stepping circuit.-Line 02, 
stepping magnet SWM-2, collector ring 52 of col 
umn 10 of the product readout commutator PRO, 
the column 10 brush 5, segment 53-0, brush 5 
of the ninth column, column 9 collector ring 52, 
contacts RHe, normally closed relay contacts 
48a, 49a, 50a, cam contacts A5, line Of. 
Magnet SWM-2, now advances the feeler of 

switch SW.ii.2 from home position to position 
“1.’ When this happens, the following circuit 
forms (Fig. 12e) : 
Magnet 128-u circuit-Line 02, magnet 28-tl, 

a relay coil 5 -u, contacts 52a-u, contacts 3b 
(closed by energized coil 34 of the stick circuit of 
the third or units quantity order column of the 
value retaining bank), the '1' position of Switch 
SW-2, contacts 53a, line fol. 

Coil 5 -u closes stick contacts 5a-u to form 
a holding circuit for magnett 28-u and coil 5-lu, 

35 

40 

maintained until the switch SW-#2 is advanced 
to position "2." 
Magnet 128-u stick. circuit.-Line 02, magnet 

28-u, coil 5 -u, contacts (5a-lu, the '1' posi 
tion of switch SW-#2, contacts 53a, line Of. 
Magnet 28-u opens contacts 28a-u in the 

stick circuit of the energized value coil 4 of the 
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28-14, 28-t, and 28-h (Fig. 12e), of which the 
respective contacts 28a-u, t, and h are in the 
Stick circuits of the third, second, and first col 
unns of the value retaining coils 4 (Fig. 12c), 
which have received the quantity factor or multi 
plier. The energization of magnets 28u, t, and 
h in succession is controlled by the selector switch 
SW-#2, the brush of which is advanced one po 
sition upon each agreement between the reading 
of the cycling counter, comprising column 10 (the 
left hand or highest order) of the product bank, 
with the reading of Column 9 which receives the 
units, tens, and hundreds multiplier digits in suc 
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units order quantity column of the value retain 
ing bank, but this stick circuit remains closed 
through cam contacts A, in parallel with Con 
tacts 128a-u, until after the entry period "9" 
through “f” of the second accumulator cycle. 
Thus, during the first accumulator cycle, ini 

tiated by closure of contacts RHd to form clutch 
magnet circuit #f, magnet 28-u and coil is -u 
have been energized. The energization of mag 
net 28-u and coil 5 -u, was timed by closure of 
cam contacts A5 to occur at the "14' point of 
the first accumulator cycle. Magnet 28-u closes 
the group of five contacts 28b-u (Fig. 12d) each 
connected to one of the entry magnets CM of 
columns 1 to 5 (units to tens of thousands orders) 
of the product bank, thereby prepairing these 
columns to receive the five digits of the multipli 
cand. Magnet 28-u also closes contacts 28c-ut 
connected to magnet CM of column 9 of the prod 
uct bank, preparing this column to receive the 
units order digit of the multiplier. Coil 5 -u 
closes contacts b-u connected to magnet CM, 
of column 10 of the product bank, preparing this 
column to receive a cycle counting impulse. The 
above operations all take place during the first 
accumulator cycle following the closure of cam 
contacts A5 at "14.’ The entry of debit values 
into the product bank is timed by the plus emitter 
E-- (Figs. 1 and 12d), the brush 77 of which is 
now on an insulating segment of the emitter ring, 
Thus, entry of the values into the product bank 
does not occur during the first accumulator cycle, 
but is deferred until the second accumulator 

cession. Intially, the columns of the product 75 cycle. 
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In series with the brush of the plus emitter 
E-- is a pair of contacts 54a, closed except when 
a credit entry is being made. Contacts sa are 
closed by energization of coil 4 which occurs as 
soon as switch SW-L (Fig. 12a) is closed to place 
current on the opposite lines of and O2. The 
circuit for coil 154 follows (Fig. 12f} : 

Col. 154 circuit.-Line O2, coil 54, credit re 
lay contacts sa, line fol. 

Coil 54 remains energized to hold contacts 
S4a closed except when a credit entry is being 

made, during which time contacts 55a open, as 
will be brought out further On. 

Entry of factors.-The multiplier and multi 
plicand are now represented by the closed fib 
contacts (Fig. 12d) of the value retainer bank. 
Since the positions of the contacts 4b along 
their columns correspond to different values, the 
representation thereby of values may be consid 
ered as a positional value setting or representa 
tion. This positional representation is converted 
by the emitters E-- or E- into differentially 
timed equivalents for entry into the columns of 
the product bank. During the second accumlil 
lator cycle, which may be considered as the first 
multiplying cycle, the units order value of the 
multiplier is entered into column 9 of the prod 
uct bank, the multiplicand is entered into col 
umns l to 5, and column 10 is advanced one unit 
step as an indication of the performance of one multiplying cycle. 

In the assumed example of a multiplier of 123, 
the units order value is '3' and contacts b 
of the third column from the left of the bank 
of 4b contacts are closed. When the brush of 
emitter E-- reaches position '3' during the first 
multiplying cycle, the following circuit is estab 
lished (Fig. 12d): 

, Multiplier entry circuit.-Line foll, make and 
break contacts 75 (see the time chart, Fig. 11a), 
contacts Sla (now closed), the brush T of emit 
ter E--, the '3' segment of the emitter, common 
wire 56 of the row of f b-8 contacts, the now 
closed b-3 contacts of the third column from 
the left, the common 5 of the latter column, 
the right, normally closed, side of a pair of con 
tacts 30b of the total entry multi-contact relay 
magnet 0, the now closed 28c-u contacts, 
magnet CM of column 9 of the product bank, the 
common f68 of magnets CM, line O2. 

Energization of this magnet CMI at the '3' 
point of the cycle causes entry of the value '3' 
into column 9 of the product bank, as a result of 
which its readout brush S is advanced to com 
mutator segment - (see Fig. 12e). 
The entry circuits of the multiplicand are sin 

ilar to the above entry circuit, except that they 
are routed through the 128b-u contacts, now 
closed by energized column shift magnet 28-u, 
into columns l to 5 of the product bank. Thus, 
by the end of the entry period of the second ac 
cumulator cycle, the multiplicand factor is stand 
ing in the five lowest order columns, or columns 
l to 5 of the product bank. 
At the '1' point of the first multiplying cycle, 

an entry circuit is formed through magnet CM of 
column 10 of the product bank to advance the 
latter column one step as a count of the cycle of 
multiplication which has taken place. The entry 
circuit of column 10 is as follows (Fig.12d) : 

Cycle counting entry circuit-Line 0 , con 
tacts 75, 54a, position '1' of emitter E--, the 
common side of the '1' row of 4b contacts, line 
l, contacts sib-u (closed by now-energized 
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coil is -u), magnet CMI of column 10, common 
58, line 02. 
The energization of this magnet CM causes the 

readout brush 5 of column 10 to advance to seg 
ment 63-d (see Fig. 12e). 
Thus, at the end of the entry period of the 

first multiplying cycle, columns 1 to 5 of the 
product bank contain the multiplicand, column 9 
contains the units order digit of the multiplier, 
and column 10 reads "l.' 
The units order digit of the multiplier, having 

been entered into column 9 of the product bank, 
the set up of the units quantity order or third 
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value retainer column from the left must be 
cleared. When magnet 28-14 was energized at 
the '14' point of the first accumulator cycle, it 
opened contacts 28a-tt in the stick circuit of the 
latter column, but the stick circuit was main 
tained through cam contacts A which were then 
closed and which do not open till the end of the 
entry period of the first multiplying cycle (Fig. 
11a). Upon the opening of cam contacts A, the 
stick circuit of the units order multiplier col 
umn of coils f 4 breaks and the closed b con 
tacts of the column open. Thus, after the units 
order multiplier digit has been entered once in 
column 9 of the product bank, further entry of 
this units digit is prevented, and column 9 re 
mains set at the reading of the units order value 
of the multiplier, which, in the assumed exam 
ple, is "3.' 
The number of multiplying cycles performed 

to multiply the multiplicand by the units order 
digit of the multiplier depends on the number 
of cycles which are required to bring cycle count 
ing column 10 of the product bank into agree 
ment with column 9. In the present example, 
three multiplying cycles occur before column 10 
is advanced to "3," which matches the reading 
'3' in column 9. During each of the three mul 
tiplying cycles, the multiplicand is entered into 
columns 1 to 5 of the product bank, and column 
10 is advanced one step. At the end of the entry 
period of the three multiplying cycles, the mull 
tiplicand has been multiplied by '3' (the units 
order multiplier digit), and column 10 stands at 
f3. 
During the first multiplying cycle, when cam 

contacts A opened, the stick circuit of the units 
order multiplier column of the value retaining 
bank was broken, as explained before. As a re 
sult, coil 4 was deenergized, causing contacts 

b of the magnet 28-14 main circuit to open. 
The magnet 28-th remains energized, however, 
through the magnet 28-14 stick circuit which 
does not break until switch SW-2 leaves post 
tion '1' 
At the end of the entry period of the third mul 

tiplying cycle, the column 10 brush 5 of the con 
mutator PRO is on segment '3' which is also 
engaged by the brush 5 of column 9. When can 
contacts. As close at "it' of the third multiply 
ing cycle, the switch SW-F2 stepping circuit is 
again formed, the circuit extending this time 
through common segment '3' of columns 9 and 
10. This circuit advances the switch SW.2 to 
position "2." As a result of the switch leaving po 
sition "1,' the stick circuit of magnet 28-u and 
coil 5-u (Fig. 12e) is broken, and contacts 
28b-u, 28c-u, and 5 lb-u (Fig. 12d) open. 
When switch SW-F2 reaches position “2,' the 

circuit of column shift magnet 28-it is established (Fig. 12e) : 
Magnet 128-t circuit.-Line 02, magnet (28-t, 
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coil 5 -i, contacts 52a-t, contacts 33b, posi 
tion '2' of switch SW-F2, contacts 53a, line O. 

Contacts 3332 in the above circuit have been 
closed by energization of coil 33 in the stick cir 
cuit of the second value retainer column from the 
left, which contains the tens order digit of the 
multiplies. w 

The closure of contacts 5a-t forms the stick 
circuit, of magnet, 28-t and coil 5-i, which re 
mains in effect, until switch SW-F2 leaves posi 
tion “2. 

Coil - 5 - closes contacts 5 b-t (Fig. 2d) 
which shunt, contacts 5 b-u and replace the 
latter in forming the cycle counting entry circuit. 

Magnet, 28-i opens contacts 28a-t (Fig. 12c) 
in the stick circuit of the second value coil column 
for the left. 
coil 3-2 in the latter column remains made 
through can contacts A2. Magnet 28-i closes 
contacts 23c-i to connect the tens order multi 
plier colt inn of contacts 4b (the second from 
the left, Fig. 12(3) to column 8 of the product 
bank. Viagnet 28-i also closes the groups of five 
28b-i contacts to connect the five multiplicand 
columns of contacts 45 to columns 2 to 6 of the 
product bank, thus shifting the entry circuit of 
each order of the multiplicand to the next higher 
Order of the product bank, equivalent to multiply 
ing the multiplicand by ten. Thus, as a conse 
quence of switch SW-F2 advancing to position 
"2," the control of the column 0- of the product 
bank is shifted to contacts 5 b-i (Fig. 12d) the 
entry circuit of column 9 is shifted, through con 
tacts 28c-i to the tens order multiplier column of 
contacts 4b, and the entry circuits of the mul 
tiplicand are shifted, through the group of coin 
tacts 28b-i to columns 2 to 6 of the product bank. 
All of this occurred as a result of the matching 
of the readings of columns 9 and 10 of the prod 
uct bank during the third multiplying cycle, 
which is the fourth accumulator cycle of the se 
ries initiated by completion of the entry of the 
last multiplicand digit in the right hand column 
of the value retaining bank. During the next cy 
cle or the fourth multiplying cycle, the cycle 
counting, entry circuit adds '1' to the previous 
'3' reading of column 10 of the product bank, 
the multiplier entry circuit adds '2' (the tens 
order digit of the multiplier), represented by the 
second column 4t contacts from the left, to the 
column 9 reading of "3," and the multiplicand is 
entered in columns 2 to 6 of the product bank. 
At the end of the entry period of the fourth mul 
tiplying cycle, cam contacts A2 (Fig. 11a) open, 
breaking the stick circuit of the tens order mul 
tiplier column of coils ft 4 (Fig. 12c), causing 
contacts Ab-2 (Fig. 12d) to open, to prevent 
more than one cycle of entry of the tens order 
nultiplier digit into column 9 of the product 
bank. When the stick circuit of the tens order 
multiplier column of coils f4 is broken, the com 
mon coil 33 is deenergized, opening contacts 33b 
in the main circuit of magnet 28-t. The stick 
circuit of magnet 28-t and connected roil 151-t 
maintains these two energized until switch SW-2 
leaves position “2.’ 
During the fifth multiplying cycle, the multi 

plicand is again entered into columns 2 to 6 of the 
product bank and columni 10 is advanced one step, 
bringing its reading to "5" which matches the 
reading '5' of column 9. When cam contacts A5 
make during this cycle, the switch SW-12 step 
ping circuit is again formed, advancing switch 
SW-#2 to position '3' (Fig. 12e). As a result, 
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the main circuit of magnet 28-h and coil 15-h 
made through contacts 52a-h, contacts 25b, 
and position '3' of switch SW - F2. The closure 
of contacts 5a-h form the stick circuit of mag 
net 28-h and coil 5-h, which remains in effect 
till switch SW-#2 leaves position "3." Coil 5-h 
closes contacts 5 b-h which are in parallel with 
contacts 5 b-u and 5 b-t and replace the lat 
ter in forming the cycle counting entry circuit. 
Coil 28-h opens contacts 28a-h in the stick cir 
cuit of the left hand or units order multiplier col 
umn of value retaining coils 4, leaving the stick 
circuit made through cam contacts A3. Magnet 

he stick circuit of the energized 
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28-h also closes contacts 28c-h (Fig. 12d) to 
connect the left hand column of 4b contacts 
to column 9 of the product bank. Magnet 28-h. 
also closes the group of five 28b-h contacts to 
connect the five right hand columns of contacts 
a 4b, set up in accordance with the multiplicand, 
to columns 3 to 7 of the product bank, thus shift 
ing the entry circuit of each order of the multi 
plicand to the next higher order of the product 
bank. 

During the next accumulator cycle, which is 
the sixth multiplier cycle, "i' is added to col 
umn 10 of the product bank, 'i' (the hundreds 
order multiplier digit in the assumed example) is 
added to column 9, and the multiplicand is en 
tered into columns 3 to 7 of the product bank. 
When cam contacts A3 open during the sixth 
multiplier cycle, the stick circuit of the left hand 
column of coils i? 4 is broken and coil 25 there 
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in is deemergized, breaking the main circuit of 
magnet 28-h and coil 5-h. During this same 
cycle, the readings of columns 9 and 10 of the 
product bank match and when can contacts A5 
close, the circuit of switch SW-#2 is again made 
and the switch advances to position '4,' causing 
deenergization of magnet 28-h and coil 5-h. 

It is to be noted that the multiplication of the 
two factors is by the over and over addition 
method, with the multiplicand entry shifted to 
the next high orders of the product bank for 
each shift to the next higher order of the multi 
plier. In the present case, when the hundreds 
order of the multiplier has multiplied the multi 
plicand, the multiplication operation is complete 
and the product bank contains the product of the 
two factors. Columns 1 to 7 of this bank directly 
receive the product, and if the product exceeds 
seven digits, the usual carry-over operations en 
ter the eighth digit into Column 8. Since, for 
the purposes of the disclosure, the number of 
digits in both factors is limited to a total of 
eight, the product cannot exceed eight digits, 
which is within the capacity of columns 1 to 8 of 
the product bank. Thus, at the end of the multi 
plication, columns i to 8 of the product bank and 
the corresponding columns of the readout com 
mutator PRO represent the product. 

It should be noted that the main circuits of 
column shift magnets 28-u, t, and h include, 
respectively, normally closed contacts 52a-i, t, 
and h. The contacts remain closed only if the 
coils. 52-u, t, and h are not energized. Refer 
ence to Fig. 12c shows that these coils are in 
series with the zero coils 4-0 of the three left 
hand columns or the multiplier columns. If the 
set up of any of these columns is Zero, then the 
coil 52 of the column is energized, opening the 
related 52a contacts of the column shift mag 
net circuit, preventing energization of the mag 
net 28 and coil 5 corresponding to the column 
in which the zero set up is made. Thus, if the 

magnet 28-t and coil 5t-t are deenergized, and 5 units order multiplier quantity were "0," then 
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coil 52-u would be energized, contacts 32a-2 3 in the common return line of the stic cir 
would be open, and the magnet 28- circuit cuits of the value coils (see Fig. 2c). As a 
would not form to energize magnet 28-2i and coil result, the Setting of the five right-hand or 2nul 
f5-1. Consequently, contacts 5t. Would not tiplicand collins of the value retain2r 22nk is 
close and the cycle counting entry circuit to 5 cleared. The three left-hand or multiplier col 
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When the switch feeler reacias tacts R2 open shortly after the '5' eight of the 
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the "5" point of the first accumulator cycle, then 
contacts 2a will be closed before cam contacts 
R2 close, and if contacts 60a also close during 
the same accumulator cycle as a result of Com 
pletion of multiplication, then the coils 49 and 
B circuit is established, causing readout of the 

product to begin at column “8” point of the read 
out cycle. If, however, the switch SW-F3 is 

5 

brought to position '6' after cam contacts R2 
open during the first accumulator cycle of a 
series coextensive with a readout cycle, then the 
reclosing of contacts R2 does not occur till the 
next accumulator cycle and after cam contacts 
R2 open. Thus, although contacts 82a will be 
closed during the latter readout cycle, the can 
contacts R2 will be open and the coils 49 and 
6 circuit will not be completed, so that readout 

will not occur during this readout cycle but will 
be deferred until the next readout cycle occurs 
and at a time controlled by closure of Cam Con 
tacts R2 in the latter cycle. 
In above manner, the cam contacts R2 prevent 

readout of a debit from beginning at the '8' col 
umn point of a readout cycle if the multiplica 
tion has been completed during the first accumu 
lator cycle and the tab key has not been de 
pressed before the '5' point of the latter accumu 
lator cycle, and readout is deferred to the next 
readout cycle. The purpose of this delay is to 
insure sufficient time for the amount section of 
the bill to be brought to typing position before 
the product can be read out into the columns of 
the amount section. In the absence of cam con 
tacts R2, the coil f2 would be energized and 
contacts 62a would be closed as soon as switch 
SW-#3 reached position “6” following a tab key 
operation. But switch SW-#3 may take less 
time to advance one step than the time required 
for the amount section of the bill to reach the 
typing position as a result of the tab key opera 
tion. If switch SW-#3 reached position '6' and 
contacts 82a closed during the first accumulator 
cycle of a series after the “5” point, and multi 
plication were completed during the latter cycle, 
auto typing of the product would begin near the 
beginning of the next accumulator cycle. But 
the amount section might still be moving to typ 
ing position and its first column not yet arrived 
at the typing position, so that typing of the prod 
uct might start while the bill still had its de 
scription section traversing typing position. This 
possibility is prevented by providing the cam 
contacts R2 to time the energization of coil 62 
in the maanner described above. If the tab key 
is depressed, after the description has been writ 
ten, during the second or third accumulator cycle 
of a series, then with cam contacts R2 closed, 
the contacts 2a would be immediately closed, 
but since cam contacts R2 would be open, the 
debit product readout would not begin, in any 
event, until the next readout cycle, and suff 
client time would be allowed for the amount sec 
tion of the bill to reach typing position before 
autotyping began. 
The closing of contacts 80a in the coils 49 

and 6 circuit as a result of completion of mul 
tiplication is effected when coil 3 is energized 
by the release magnet SWR-2 circuit. Coil 3 
closes contacts 3b to form the following cir 
cuit (Fig. 12e): 

Coil 160 circuit-Line 02, coil 60, contacts 
3fb, line 0; w 
Coil 60 closes contacts 60b to form a stick 

circuit extending through product bank reset 
contacts RMa-P (also see Fig. 1) which do not 
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open until resetting of the product bank Occurs 
after the read out of the product value. 
The closing of contacts 62a in the coils 49 

and f 6 circuit is effected by energization of coll 
62. During typing of the description, switch 
SW-#3 is in position '5' and operation of the 
tab key after the description is completed brings 
the switch to position “6." The circuit for coil 
62 is then completed during the closed period 

of can contacts R2, as follows (Fig. 12f): 
'Coil 162 circuit.-Line O, position "6' of 

switch SW-#3, socket 03-6, connection 04 to 
socket 05-3, contacts R2, coil 62, line 02. 

Coil 62 closes contacts 62b, shunting cam 
contacts R? 2, and closes contacts 82a in the 
coils 49 and 6 circuit. 
Upon formation of the coils 49 and 61 cir 

cuit by completion of multiplication and the tabu 
lating of the amount section of typing position, 
the energized coil 16 closes contacts 6 la (Fig. 
12e) to hold the coils f9 and 6 energized 
through can contacts R (see Fig. 11b). 
Read out cycles.-Coil 62 also closes contacts 

62c to form the following clutch magnet circuit 
(Fig. 12f) : . 
Clutch circuit #2.-Line 02, magnet 40, wire 

45, contacts 63b, contacts 62c, contacts 60c 
(closed by energization of coil GO at the end 
of the multiplication operation), cam contacts 
A9, line 0. 

If multiplication is completed during any of 
the three accumulator cycles of a series and coil 
f62 is energized meanwhile, the above clutch 
circuit will continue the calculator shaft in Oper 
ation for the next series of three accumulator 
cycles. If the coil 62 is not energized during 
a series of three cycles in which multiplication 
is completed, the above clutch circuit does not 
form, and continuation of the clutch operation 
awaits tabular spacing of the amount Section to 
typing position with consequent energization of 
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shaft 36 then stops. 

coil f62. Thus, if the multiplication is completed 
during any of the three accumulator cycles of a 
series and magnet 62 has not been energized, 
the magnet RH, deenergized by completion of 
multiplication, permits contacts RHd to open and 
break clutch circuit # , but the clutch shunt 
circuit causes the accumulator cycles to continue 
until the series is completed. The calculator 

Subsequently, upon ener 
gization of magnet 62 and closure of contacts 
62c, clutch circuit #2 is formed, and the shaft 

36 resumes operation. 
Independently of contacts 62c, the clutch mag 

net will be energized if multiplication has been 
completed and coil 62 energized during the first. 
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accumulator cycle of a series. In that event, 
the coils 49 and 6 circuit forms and coil 149 
closes contacts 49c to form the following cir 
cuit (Fig. 12f) : 

Coil 148 circuit.--Line 02, coil 48, contacts 
49c, line O. 
Coil 48 closes contacts 48b to provide a stick 

circuit timed by cam contacts A. 
Coil 48 also closes contacts 48C in parallel 

with contacts 62c to form the circuit of clutch 
magnet 40. 

If the multiplication is completed during the 
second or third accumulator cycle of a series, cam 
contacts R2 will not be closed and the coils 49 
and 6 circuit not completed even though con 
tacts 62a are closed. The continuation of the 
operation of the calculator shaft then is effected 
by the closure of contacts 62c to form clutch 
circuit #2. During the first accumulator cycle 
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of the next series, contacts R2 close and the cols 
and 8 circuit established, in turn forming 

the coll 48 circuit, contacts 48c of which pro 
vide a clutch magnet circuit parallel to clutch 
circuit #2. 
Clutch circuit #2 through contacts 62c re 

mains effective while switch SW-it is in posi 
tion "8." At the Tab point of the first read out 
cycle, an automatic tabular spacing operation, 
explained fully later, occurs to bring switch 
SW-#3 to position '7' and the cents field of 
the amount section to typing position. At this 
point, the clutch circuit through contacts 62c 
opens, but the clutch circuit through contacts 

8c remains made to carry the calculator unit 
into a second readout cycle. During the first ac 
cumulator cycle occurring within the second read 
out cycle, the clutch shunt circuit takes effect to 
continue the clutch in operation, regardless of 
opening of contacts f48c near the end of the 
latter accumulator cycle, to the end of the Sec 
ond readout cycle. 

In above manner, the calculator unit is caused 
to perform two successive readout cycles during 
which readout of the debit product occurs. It 
may be stated at this point that two readout cycles 
are also provided for reading out a credit product, 
with contacts Tic (Fig. 12f) replacing contacts 

2c in the formation of clutch circuit #2, and 
contacts 48c performing in the same manner as 
described above. Also, during the reading out of 
a total, the shaft 6 performs two successive read 
out cycles, with contacts 8b (Fig. 12f) shunt 
ing contacts 63b, 48c, 82c, and Boc, to form 
the clutch circuit through can contacts A9, and 
contacts 8b shunting contacts 8b to func 
tion to the same effect as contacts 48c in causing 
operation of the shaft 36 to continue for two read 
out cycles. 

Debit Readout.-Coil it closes contacts 8b 
in the common side of the product auto type 
emitter circuits (see Fig. 12b). 

Coll 49 opens contacts 9d in the switch 
SW-#2 stepping circuit (Fig. 12e). Contacts 48a. 
in the latter circuit are opened by coil 48. As 
will be brought out later, the auto typing of the 
product results in the reclosure of contacts RHe 
in the latter circuit at the '1' point of the sec 
ond readout cycle. But with contacts 4d 
opened, the switch SW-#2 stepping circuit does 
not form. Coil 48 is deenergized when cam con 
tacts All open during the first accumulator cycle 
of the second readout cycle, This occurs after 
can contacts As in the switch SW-#2 stepping 
circuit have opened, so that during this first ac 
cumulator cycle, the latter circuit cannot form. 
During the second, following accumulator cycle, 
contacts RHe reopen before cam contacts A5 
make, as will be explained further hereinafter, 
and the circuit through magnet SWM-#2 cannot 
then form even though contacts 48a and 49a 
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in the price columns, the calculator cycle shaft 
is in operation, coil 80 (Fig. 12e) is energized, 
the first column of the amount section of the bill 
is in typing position, coils 49 and 8 (Fig. 12e) 
are energized, contacts 8 b in series with the 
brush 80 of the product auto type emitter E-P 
(Fig.12b) are closed, coil (Fig. 12e) is ener 
gized and its contacts if a closed (Fig. 12a), and 
coils 48 and 82 (Fig. 12f) are energized. 
The auto readout of the product requires the 

closure of contacts 8b in series with the brush 
of product emitter E-P (Fig. 12b). The closure 
of contacts 8b is effected by energization of 
coil 6 in the coils i49 and is circuit, the 
formation of which has been explained above. 
The coils 48 and 8 circuit may be established 
during the first accumulator cycle of a series pro 
vided the switch SW i3 is advanced to switch 
position '6' before the '5' point of the latter 
cycle and provided further that multiplication is 
completed during this cycle. The auto readout 
will then begin at point '8' of the readout cycle 

If the 
coils 49 and 8 circuit, is not completed during 
the first accumulator cycle of a series, the auto 
readout begins at point '8' of the next readout 
cycle. 
The “8,' 17, “6” 9 ''2'' at 1 segments of 

emitter E-P correspond to columns or orders of 
the product bank. Assuming that there is the 
significant value '3' in column 8 of the product 
bank, when the brush of emitter E-Preaches spot 
'8,' the following circuit forms (Fig. 12b) : 

Product auto typing circuit.-Line 0, make 
and break contacts 83, contacts 8 lb, brush B of 
emitter E-P, spot '8' thereof, a pair of normally 
closed column reduction relay contricts sa, the 
normally closed right side of the cbnnected dis 
count relay points f35a-8, the collactor ring of 
column 8 of the readout commutator PRO, the 
brush 5 engaged therewith, the segment 5 
on which the brush is resting, wire 86-3, connec 
tion b- 4 (continue with Fig. 12a) key solenoid 
30-3 (also see Flg. 9), connection b-9, pick up 
relay coil i87, line 02. 

Energization of solenold 30-3 operates type 
writer key 0- to print a '3' in the first or high 
est order column of the amonii, section of the 
bill. 

Coil 67 is the pickup coil of a duo wound mag 
net, such as disclosed in Patent 1,987,343, and 
its energization by the above circuit closes con 
tacts 67 a to form the following circuit through 
the compansion holding coil B' (Fig. 12a): 

Holding coil 167 circuit.-Line 02, coil ', 
contacts 67a, contacts lic (coil if is now en 
ergized by the coils f 49 and f 6i circuit), line . 

80 

have since closed, The switch SW-it 2 is thus 
prevented from advancing from home position 
during the readout cycles in which the product 
is auto typed. 

Coll 49 also closes contacts 49b which are in 
parallel with contacts Oa (Fig. 12e) and replace 
the latter in forming the circuit of coil f. Coil 

closes contacts a (Fig. 12a) to condition 
the calculator unit for entering the product, as it 
is auto tyred, into the value retaining means, 
To reg.3tuate, the value retaining bank has 

been cities.'e 
debit product obtained by multiplying the value 
in the quantity columns of the bill by the value 

Coil 6T' when energized, holds contacts a 
and 67b in operated condition. It is to be un 
derstood that hereinafter any other duo wound 
relay magnet such as magnet 87-87' is indi 
cated by applying the same reference designation 
to its pickup and holding coils with the holding 
coli distinguished by priming the common ref 

5 erence designation. For convenience, the relay 
contacts of the duo wound magnets are identi 
fled by the common raference designation, un 
primed, sugiemented by lower case letters. As 
brought out, before, cca has been energized 
and contacts 8 .'; in shifted condition in 
which the ornality gen side of contacts b, 
wired through connection t- to the zero sole 

d, the product bank is carrying the noid 3-9 (Fig. 12a) is closed and the normally 
closed side, wired through connection b-32 to the 
space bar solenoid 30-SP is open. Thus, the 
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typing of a significant figure has connected one 
side of contacts Bib to the zero key solenoid and 
disconnected the other side from the space bar 
solenoid. The position of contacts 67b deter 
mines whether a zero readout of a dollars order 
column of the readout commutator should be 
routed to the Zero key Solenoid or to the space 
bar solenoid. If, for example, the highest order 
in column 8 of the product commutator PRO had 
been in zero position, the product readout cir 
cuit would be as follows (Fig. 12b) : 

Dollars order aero product readout.-Begin 
ning as in the previous readout circuit and con 
tinuing from brush 5 of column 8 to the Seg 
ment 53-0, line 66-0, wire 68 (continue with 

5 
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Fig. 12a), the center blade of contacts 67b, the 
hormally closed right side of these contacts, con 
nection b-32, solenoid 30-SP, common wire 69, 
connection b-line 32. 
The energization of solenoid 30-SP operates the 

space bar to space the next column of the amount 
section of the bill to typing position. In this 
manner, the presence of zeros, in the dollars 
orders of the commutator PRO, which precede 
the first significant figure do not result in the 
typing of Zeros but in Space bar operations to 
Space the corresponding columns of the dollars 
field of the amount section past the typing posi 
tion. The presence of the first significant dollars 
digit in the commutator PRO causes energiza 
tion of coils 67 and 67' and shifting of contacts 
67b to disconnect these contacts from the space 

bar solenoid and to connect them, instead, to 
the '0' key solenoid. Thus, if column 8 has a 
significant figure, the left side of contacts 6b 
will be closed and a zero readout circuit from 
column of the product bank will be routed 
through connection b-i to the zero solenoid 
0-0. Thus, a zero will be typed in the second 
column of the amount section when a significant 
digit has been typed in the preceding or first 
column. r 

It is desired to print zeros in the cents columns 
of the amount Section, whether or not preceded 
by a significant digit. Accordingly, the common 
2ero Segment 53-0 of the cents order columns, 
or columns 1 and 2 of the product bank, is not 
connected to the other zero segments, but is 
connected through a wire 70 (see Figs. 12b and 
12a in order) directly to connection b-fi which 
leads to Zero solenoid 30-0. The condition of 
Contacts 167b thus has no influence on the zero 
readout of the cents columns of the product bank, 
and if a 2ero occurs in a cents order of the prod 
uct, even if not preceded by a significant digit, 
a zero will be typed in the corresponding cents 
Order column of the amount section of the bill. 
Automatic tabular spacing-Between the units 

dollars order column of the amount section and 
the next or tens of cents column, it is usually 
desired to provide extra spacing, and this is done 
in the present case by an automatic tabular key 
operation controlled by the auto type emitter 
E.-P. Of course, if the extra spacing between 
the dollars and conts fields should not be de 
sired, then the automatic tabular spacing oper 
ation would be omitted. The automatic tabular 
Spacing Operation is initiated by engagement of 
the brush 80 of emitter E-P with a tab spot 
which follows the '3' or units dollars order 
spot. The tab Spot is spaced from the following 
Spot '2' twice the normal amount between suc 
cessive spots in order to provide ample time for 
this tabular spacing operation to be completed 
before the readout of the tens of cents order of 
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the product begins. The auto tab circuit is as 
follows: (Fig. 12b): 
Auto tab circuit-Line of, make and break 

contacts 83, contacts 6 b, the brush 80 of emit 
ter E-P, the tab spot, connection b-2 (continue 
with Fig. 12a), solenoid 30-tab, wire it, line 
02. 
Energization of solenoid 30-Tab effects oper 

ation of the Tab key to tabular space the first 
CentS Column of the amount field of the bill to 
typing position. 
The tens and units of cents values are then 

readout in succession. 
Resetting of the product bank-After passing 

the "l' spot of emitter E-P, corresponding to 
the units cents order, the brush 80 engages 
a Reset spot, causing the following circuit to 
form (Fig. 12): 

Product banic reset circuit-Beginning as in 
the preceding readout circuits- and proceeding 
from the brush 80 through the Reset spot, con 
nection b-5 (continue with Fig. i2a), the full 
line position of product bank reset switch SW-PR, 
connection b-50 (return to Fig. 12b), reset mag 
net RM-P, line 02. 

Energization of magnet RMI-P Causes Zeroizing 
of the product bank. During the resetting oper 
ation, reset contacts RMa-P (see Fig. 1) are 
opened. The Opening of these contacts breaks 
the stick circuit of Coil 60 (Fig. 12e). 
Automatic carriage return-Means are pron 

vided to automatically bring the beginning of the 
next line of the bill to the printing position after 
the automatic typing of the product on one line 
has been completed. The automatic carriage re 
turn occurs as the feeler of emitter E-P wipes 
the Reset spot. The auto carriage return circuit 
is as follows (Fig. 12b). 
Auto carriage return-Beginning as in the 

Product bank reset. circuit and continuing from 
connection b-si (Fig.12a) through normally 
closed relay contacts a to connection b-B, 
carriage return solenoid 30-CR, connection b-0, 
line 02, 

Energization of solenoid 80-CR effect carriage 
return and accompanying line spacing operation. 
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Entry of product into total bank 
The product is entered into the total bank 

which accumulates the debits and credits. All 
values typed into the amount or credit section 
of the bill are entered as a result of the typing 
thereof into the total bank. Thus, any error 
which occurs in the typing will cause a corre 
sponding error in the balance standing in the 
total bank, and may be checked back by refera 
erace to the values typed in the amount and 
credit sections of the bill. 

Before auto typing of the product began, the 
coil circuit was established through contacts 
49b (Fig. 12e). Thus, contacts fla (Fig. 12a) 
are closed during auto typing operation and the 
depression of the digit keys will result in the aeta 
ting up of the value retainer bank (Figs. 12c and 
d) to represent the typed values, in the same 
manner as when the quantity and price values 
were typed. The entry of the right-hand Or units 
of cents digit of the product into the right-hand 
column of the retainer bank causes evergization 
of magnet R.H. This occurs at the "1" point of 
the second effective readout cycle. At the followa 
ing Reset point, the product hank is reset, auto 
matic carriage return takes place, and as a re 
sult of the opening of reset contacts RMa-P, the 
voi BO circuit (Fig. 12e) is broken, all as ex 
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plained before. When cam contacts Rf open dur 
ing the second effective readout cycle, the stick 
circuit of coils f49 and 6 is broken. Conse 
quently, contacts 49b in the coil fill circuit (Fig. 
12e) reopen to deenergize the latter coil; contacts 
idea in the switch SW-#2 stepping circuit re 
close, and contacts 8b in the common side of 
the product auto type circuits open. When cam 
contacts All open during the first accumulator 
cycle lying within the second effective readout cy 
cle, the stick circuit of coil 148 (Fig. 12f) breaks, 
and contacs 8a in the switch SW-#2 stepping 
circuit reclose. At this point, contacts RHe (Fig. 
12e) in the latter circuit are closed because mag 
net RH is energized. But cam contacts A5 open 
before can contacts All break so that contacts 
48a are still open while cam contacts A5 are 

closed and, consequently, the switch SW-#2 step 
ping circuit does not form. During the next ac 
cumulator cycle, the contacts RHe will open, as 
will be brought out further on, so that the latter 
circuit also does not form during the remainder 
of the second effective readout cycle. 
Magnet RH is energized at the '1' column point 

of the second effective readout cycle, closing con 
tacts RHf (top of Fig. 12f). 
riod of the accompanying accumulator cycle, cam 
contacts A (Fig. 11a) close. At this point, coil 
48 is still energized and contacts 48d are closed. 

With can contacts A, contacts RHf, and con 
tacts 8d, closed, a circuit is formed through 
total entry relay magnet 30 as follows (Fig. 12f, 
at top). 

Total entry relay magnet.-Line 02, magnet 
30, contacts RHf, 48d, can contacts AT, line 
0. 
Magnet 80 closes contacts 30c to form a stick 

circuit for the magnet, extending through Cam 
contacts A6 which do not open until after the 
entry period of the following accumulator cycle. 

Energization of magnet 30 closes the left, nor 
mally open sides of the 30b group of contacts 
(see Fig. 12d) and opens the normally closed sides. 
The opening of the latter sides disconnects the 
columns of contacts 4b of the value retainer 
bank from the product bank columns, while the 
closing of the left sides of contacts 80th connects 
the columns of lib contacts to the columns of 
the total bank ACC-T. All this occurs during 
the first accumulator cycle of the series coex 
tensive with the second effective readout cycle. 
During the next accumulator cycle, the setting of 
the bank of lib contacts, representing the auto 
matically typed debit product, is converted into 
entries of the product into the total bank. As 
suming, for instance, that the highest order, or 
the first column from the left, of the value re 
tainer bank is set to represent "5,' then the debit 
total entry circuit is as follows (Fig. 12d): 
Debt total entry circuit.-Line of, make and 

break contacts 75, contacts 54a (closed except 
when a credit item is involved), the brush TT of 
emitter E-, spot "5,' the common wire 56 of the 
row of 4b-5 contacts, the closed b-5 con 
tacts of the left-hand column, the common wire 

5 of the left-hand column of contacts, the left, 
now closed side of the pair of total entry con 
tacts Ob in series with this common wire is, 
magnet CMI of column 8 of the total bank, line 
02, 
In a similar manner, total entry circuits will 

be formed through the other con?is of the tic 
tal bank, and at the end of the entry period of 
the second accumulator cycle within the second 
effee've readout cycle, the product will have been 
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read out from the bank of 4b contacts into the 
total bank. 
When cam contacts AC open during the lat 

ter accumulator cycle, the common side of the 
stick circuits of the columns of value coils 4 is 
opened, parallel contacts 30a having previously 
been opened by energization of total entry relay 
magnet 30. The value retaining bank is thus 
cleared after the product has been entered into 
the total bank. 

Credit items 

The credit items are either a simple credit, 
which includes a payment by cash or check (see 
line 12 of the bill, Fig. 13), or a computed credit, 
which is the product of factors typed in the quan 
tity and price columns. The computed credit 
may be the product of returned articles by the 
individual price of the article (see item 8 of Fig. 
13) or the product of equivalent factors, or may 
be a discount. The discount involves the multi 
plication of the percentage discount by the 
annount on which the discount is to be taken. 
The amount to be discounted may be a previously 
ascertained value (see item 2 of Fig. 13) or may be 
a balance taken from the total bank (see items 
9, 10 and 11 of Fig. 13). 
The typing and entry of a computed credit 

item, such as item 8 of the illustrative bill (Fig. 
13) will be explained first. 
Computed credit operations.--It will be assumed 

that the eighth item of the bill, Fig. 13, is to be 
typed and entered. The operator proceeds, in 
exactly the same manner as explained for a debit 
item, in the typing of the lot number, quantity, 
price, and description. The typing of the quan 
tity and price causes setting of the value re 
tainer bank, and multiplication begins after entry 
of the last price digit and continues during the 
typing of the description. Before depressing the 
tab key following typing of the description, the 
operator depresses the credit key CK (see Fig. 1). 
Depression of key CK closes key contacts CKa 
and CKb (bottom of Fig. 12a). It will be recalled 
that the multiplication operation involves the 
multiplication of the price factor or multiplicand 
by Successive orders of the quantity factor or 
multiplier and that at the end of the multiplica 
tion by the last order of the multiplier, the switch 
SW-#2 is advanced to position "4,' causing for 
nation of the release magnet SWR-2 circuit. In 
this circuit are also coils 3i and 53 (see Fig. 
12e). Coil 3f opens contacts 3 a. in the com 
non side of the stick circuits of the value coils 

(Fig. 12c), as a result of which coil 39 in 
the stick circuit of the right hand column of value 
coils is deemergized. Assuming now that multi 
plication has been completed, coil 38 will be 
deenergized and relay contacts 39a (middle, left 
of Fig. 12f) will be in normal condition, with 
the left side closed and the right side open. The 
condition of the relay contacts 39a determine 
whether credit relay coils 55, 50, and 72 are 
ready to be energized upon depression of the 
credit key CK. With contacts 39a in normal 
condition, the closure of credit key contacts CKa 
establishes the following circuit (Fig. 12f): 

Credit coils circuit F1.-Line fo2, coils 55, 
50, 72, the left side of contacts 39a, connec 

tion b-45 (continue with Fig. 12a), contacts CKa, 
connection b-46 (return to Fig. 12f), wire f3, 
normally closed 32b relay contacts, connection 
b-55 (return to Fig. 12a), normally closed error 
key contacts EKb, connection b-56, line Oil, 

If multiplication had not been completed at 
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the time the credit key was depressed, the above 
circuit would not form because the left side of 
contacts 39a still would be open. Instead, the 
following circuit would be completed (Fig. 12f): 

Credit coil 174 circuit.-Line 02, coil 74, the 
right, still closed side of contacts 39a, and from 
there on as in the preceding circuit. 

Coil 74 closes stick contacts (74a to main 
tain the coil energized, after release of the credit. 
key and opening of its contacts CKa, through the 10 
following circuit (Fig. 12f): 

Credit coil 174 stick circuit.-Line 02, coil 
74, contacts 74a, wire f 73, contacts 32b, and 

from there on as in the credit coils circuit it." 
Coll 4 closes contacts 74b to prepare the 15 

Credit coils 50, 53, and 2 for energization as 
Soon as multiplication is completed and obviates 
the necessity for the operator to continue holding 
the credit key down. When multiplication is sub 
sequently completed, the left side of contacts 39a 20 
closes and the following circuit forms (Fig. 2.f) : 

Credit coils circuit #2.--Line 02, coils f 55, 50, 
f72, the left side of contacts 39a, contacts 74 b, 
line 13, contacts 32b, and from there on as in 
the credit coils circuit it. 25 

Coll 72, when energized by either credit coils 
circuit, closes contacts f 72a to directly connect 
the credit coils 50, 55, and 70 to contacts 32b, 
and these coils then remain energized until con 
tacts 32b Open or unless the error key EK (see 
Fig. 1) is depressed to open normally closed error 
key contacts EKb (Fig. 12a). 
When the credit key CK was operated, it also 

closed credit key contacts CKb (Fig. 12a) to es 
tablish the following circuit (Fig. 12f): 3S 

Credit coil 163.-Line 02, coil 163, connec 
tion b-47 (turn to Fig. 12a), contacts CKb, con 
nection b-48, connection b-55, error key contacts 
EKb, connection b-58, line Ol. Coil is closes contacts so to provide a stick 40 
circuit as follows (Fig. 127) : 

Credit coil 163 stick circuit.-Line 02, coil 
l, contacts 63c, normally closed relay contacts 
TTa, connection b-55 (turn to Fig. 12a), error 
key contacts EKb, connection b-56, line of. 

Coil 63, while energized, holds contacts 63b 
in clutch circuit #2 (Fig. 12y) open to prevent 
formation of this circuit until the credit section 
of the bill is brought to typing position. Coil 

also opens contacts 63a in the coils 49 and 
circuit (Fig. 12e) to prevent energization of 

these coils, which initiates auto readout and typ 
ing of the product, until the credit section is 
reached. It will be recalled that when the amount 
Section of the bill is tabulated to typing posi 
tion, coil 82 is energized and closes contacts 
82b in the coils 49 and 6 circuit to initiate 

the reading out of the debit product into the 
amount section. When dealing with a credit item, the credit key is depressed and coil 63 energized 
to open contacts 3a in the coils f49 and B 
circuit. Consequently, after typing the descrip 
tion, when the operator tabulates to the amount 
section, the closure of contacts 62b will not 
complete the coils. 4) and is circuit, and the 
credit product will not be read out into the amount 
section. The operator must then depress the 
tab key twice to tabulate the first column of the 
Credit section to typing position. This advances 
switch SW-#8 (Fig. 12f) from position '8" to 70 
position '8,' causing the following circuit to form 
(Fig. 12f). . . 
Coil 177 circuit-Line Of, position "8" of 

switch SW-#3, socket fo-B, plug wire f to 
socket S-4, coil 177, line II2. 

30 

45 to form the coil 148 circuit (Fig. 12f). 
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Coil 77 opens contacts (TTa, in the credit coil 
63 circuit, deemergizing coil 83 to permit con 

tacts 163a and 63b, respectively in the colls 14 
and 6 circuit and clutch circuit #2, to reclose. 
The formation of the coils 49 and 6 main 

circuit (Fig. 12e) through contacts 62a cannot 
occur because the coil 82 is not now energized. 
Coil 7, instead, is now energized and closes con 
tacts b, in parallel with contacts 82a to re 
place the latter in the coils 49 and 6f circuit, 
When multiplication is completed, coil 3 is en 
ergized by the release magnet SWR-2, circuit, coil 
3 closes contacts 3fb to complete the coil fi 
circuit, and energization of Coll 80 is then main 
tained through the stick circuit extending 
through reset contacts RMa-P. Coil 60 closes 
contacts soa in the main circuit of coils 49 and 
6. With contacts 60a, 63a, and 77b closed, 
when cam contacts R2 also close (see Fig. lib), 
the circuit of cois 49 and 6 f is completed, Coil 
6 closes contacts 8 fa to form the stick circuit 
of the coils through cam contacts R. 
To recapitulate, the formation of the colls 49 

and 6 main circuit, after depression of the 
credit key, requires completion of multiplication 
with resultant closure of contacts 60b, and re 
quires the tabular spacing of the credit section 
of the bill to typing position, resulting in ener 
gization of coil 7 to close contacts b and to 
open contacts fla to break the circuit of coil 16S 
and cause contacts 163a to reclose. 'The com 
pletion of multiplication, together with operation 
of the credit key, causes the formation of a cir 
cuit through credit coils 50, 55, and 72 (Fig. 
12f). Thus, at this point, coils fo, 49 and , 
77, 50, 55, and 2 are energized. 
When coil 83 was deenergized, contacts b 

in the circuit of clutch magnet, 4.0 (Fig. 12f) re 
closed. Coil 77, now energized, closes contacts 
Tic in series with contacts 8b, and energized 

coll 60 closes contacts f0c. With all these 
contacts closed, a circuit through clutch magnet 
40 is completed, similar to clutch magnet circuit 
#2. Coil 49, now energized, closes contacts f4c 

Coil 
closes stick contacts 48b to provide a stick circuit 
for the coil through can contacts Aff. Coil 8 
closes contacts 8c to continue the clutch mag 
net energized after contacts fic open as a result 

50 of deenergization of coll f, occurring when the 
tabular spacing from the dollarsfield of the credit 
section to the cents field advances switch SW-#3 
to position "9." Accordingly, two readout cycles. 
for the credit product will be performed, just as 

ss when a debit product was read out. 
Coil 6 closes contacts 6 b in the common 

line of the product auto type emitter E-P (see 
Fig. 12b). The credit product is then read out 
through emitter E-P from the product bank by 

60 formation of the product autotype circuits, which 
are the same for debit or credit products, and the 
credit product is typed in the credit section of 
the bill. 
When coil 49 was energized, it closed contacts 
49b to form the circuit of coil if (Fig. 12e). 

Credit coil f2 has also closed contacts T2b, in 
shunt with contacts 49b, but the former contacts 
are necessary only for the entry of a simple or 
Cash credit, which will be explained later, during 
which entry the coll 49 is not energized and con 
tacts 49b are not closed. Coll it? closes con 
tacts a (Fig. 12a) to enable the credit product, 
while being typed into the credit section, to be 
entered in the value retainer bank, just as when 

75 aidebit product was typed into the amount sec 
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tion. The purpose of setting up the value re 
tainer bank with the typed product is to control 
entry of the product into the total bank. The 
debit product was entered into the total bank ad 
ditively. The credit product must be entered 
subtractively through credit emitter E- (Fig. 
12d) into the total bank, and entry through the 
debit emitter E-- must be prevented. The com 
mon side of the entry paths through emitter E 
includes contacts Sla closed by normally ener 
gized coil 4, as explained before. When a 
credit item is being dealt with, the credit coils f so, 
UB, and T2 are energized in the manner ex 

plained above. Coil 155 opens contacts S5a in 
the coil S. circuit (Fig. 12.f), denergizing coil 64 
and casing contacts 54a, to Open, thus break 
ing the connection of emitter E-- to line Ol. 
Coil is also closes contacts 55b, connecting the 
feeler of credit emitter E-, through make and 
break contacts 75, to common line it. 

Energined coll 48 has closed contacts 4d (top 
of Fig. 12f) and entry into the right-hand column 
of the value retainer bank of the units of cents 
product digit has energized magnet RH to close 
contacts RHf in series with contacts 48d. The 
can contacts AT then close and the main circuit 
of total entry magnet D is formed, followed by 
the stick circuit extending through contacts f0c 
and can contacts A. Energization of magnet 

shifts the center blades of the group of 30b 
contacts (Fig. 12d) to connect the columns of 
lib contacts to the total bank. As shown in 

Fig. 12d, the credit emitter E- has its spots '8' 
to "1" respectively connected by wires 7 to com 
plementary spots "1" to "8" of the plus emitter 
--. Thus, when the plus emitter is operative 

to cause entry through the retainer relay bank 
of b contacts into the total bank, the plus value 
of the amount represented by the position of the 
closed lb contacts is entered. When the credit 
emitter is operative, the entry through the same 
closed lib contacts is in complementarily timed 
relation to the amount represented by the closed 
lib contacts, so as to enter the '9' complements 
of the amount into the total bank. Assume, for 
example, that the highest or eighth order of the 
credit annount contains digit "5,' now represented 
by closed contacts b-5 of the left-hand column. 
the credit entry circuit then is formed at the 
"4" point of the accumulator cycle, as follows (rig.12d): 
Credit entry circuit.-Line, contacts 75, con 

tacts b, the brush of the credit emitter E-, 
apot "4" thereof, connection to common wire 
ld of the row of 14b-5 contacts, closed, con 
tacts b- of the left-hand column, the left 
side of the connected pair of 30b contacts, mag 
net. CM of column 8 of the total bank, line 02. 
Thus, the "nine" complement “4” of the credit 

digit "5" is entered into the total bank, 
Through similar circuits, the complements of 

the other digits '1' to '8' of the credit amount 
are entered into the total bank. When a credit 
digit "O" has been set up in the value retainer 
bank, the credit entry circuit enters the comple 
ment"9,' as follows: 
Complement of "O' credit entry.--Line ?o, con 

tacts, contacts b, the brush of emitter E-, 
the "9" spot thereof, contacts 55c, the closed 

b- contacts, the left side of the connected 
contacts b, the related magnet CM of the total 
bank, lire 2. 

If a space bar operation is effected to skip entry 
into a column of the value retainer bank, then 
a value Coll stick circuit for this column will not 
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be formed. In the stick circuits of the several 
columns are coils 25, 33, 34, 35, 3, 18, 
38, and magnet R.H. (see Fig. 12c). Failure of 
any of these coils or of magnet RH to be ener 
gized causes associated contacts 125c, fic, 34c, 
35b, 36b, 37b, 38, or RHg (top of Fig. 12d) 

to remain closed. When dealing with a credit set 
up, the value '9' is entered into the total bank 
Column connected to that value retainer column 
in which one of the latter contacts remains closed 
because of the space bar operation which skipped 
entry into this value retainer column. For ex 
ample, if the left-hand value retainer column has 
not been set up, contacts 25c remain closed, and 
'9' will be entered in column 8 of the total bank 
through a circuit which begins the same as the 
preceding circuit, but branches of from contacts 
sc to a wire 80 contacts 25c, the common wire 

ls of the left-hand column, the left side of con 
nected contacts 30b, magnet CMI of column 8 
of the total bank, line 02. 

In above manner, when a column of the value 
retainer bank has not been set up because the 
Corresponding Credit Column of the credit sec 

ition has been left blank, the value "9" is entered 
into the corresponding total bank column just 
as though a zero had been typed in the credit 
column, 

If the credit digit in a denominational order 
is "9,' the complement "O' need not be entered 
as it would not affect the result. 
The elusive one is entered into the units order 

by energization of the elusive one magnet ELM 
E. Fig. 4) through the following circuit (Fig. 

) : 
Elusive "1" magnet circuit.-Line to, cam con 

tacts AB (see Fig. 11a), credit relay contacts b, 
total entry relay contacts 30d, magnet ELM, 
line O2. 
Magnet ELM unlatches element SS (Fig. 4) 

from the arm 56 of the units order of the total 
bank, and the arm moves to the left to be sub 
sequently returned by carry bail Bo during the 
carry over period of the cycle for adding the elu 
sive One to the units order of the total bank, as explained hereinbefore. 
The typing of the units of cents credit digit 

Cases energization of coll 39 of the stick circuit 
9 the right-hand column of value coils (r. 
12c). Coil 9 closes contacts (39b to cause entry 
of a "9" into column 9 of the total banka 
manifestation of a credit entry. when the brush 
of the credit emitter wipes the '9" spot, a circuit 
is established which begins as in the other Credit 
entry circuits and proceeds from the 'g'' spot of 
emitter E- through contacts 9b, magnet CMI 
A.St. the total bank, and to line 2. res in entry of '9' in total bank. y to column 9 of the 

When the brush of the credit emitter wipes the 
"0" spot, the following circuit forms (Fig. 12d): 

Coils 132 and 142 circuit-Line fo?, contacts 
5, contacts 55b, brush TT of emitter E-, spot 

"0,' wire 8? (continue with Fig. 12e), total entry 
relay contacts 30e (now closed), coils 32 and 

2. line 02. 
Coll 32 closes contacts 32c to provide a stick 

circuit extending through cam contacts A (see Fig. 11a). 
Coll 32 opens contacts 32a common to the 

stick circuits of value coils 4 (Fig. 12c). 
Coil 82 also opens contacts 32b common to 

the circuits of credit coils 50, 55, 72, and 74 
(Fig. 12f ), causing deemergization of these credit 
coils, 



4. 
Coll 42 opens contacts 2a in the coil cir 

cuit #2 (Fig. 12e), which was formed as a result 
of closure of contacts 34b when coil 84, in the 
third value retainer column from the left (Fig. 
12c), was energized. The auto carriage return 
circuit also formed during the typing of the credit 
product, bringing the beginning of the next line 
to typing position. 

Simple credit item. 
The next to last line of the illustrative bill 

(Fig. 13) shows a simple credit item, which does 
not involve entry.into the quantity and price sec 
tions. The operator, in making the simple credit 
entry on the bill, tabulates the description field of 
the bill to typing position and types the descrip 
tion. After typing the description, the operator, 
by repeated depressions of the tab key, brings the 
credit section of the bill to typing position. The 
credit key is depressed after the description is 
typed and before or after tabulating the credit 
section to typing position but prior to typing of 
the simple credit. When the credit key is de 
pressed, the credit coils 50, 55, and 72 are ener 
gized by credit coils circuit #. 

Coil 50 opens contacts 50a in the switch 
SW-#2 stepping circuit to prevent operation of 
this switch when contacts RHe subsequently close 
as a result of the typing of the units cents order 
digit of the simple credit. Coil 55 opens contacts 
55a in the circuit of coil 4 (Fig. 12f) to cause 

the opening of contacts 34a (Fig. 12d) connect 
ing the debit emitter E-- to line Ol. Coil 155 also 
closes contacts f s5b, connecting the credit emitter 
E- to line fol, and closes contacts 5c connect 
ing the '9' spot of this emitter to the '0' row of 
contacts 4b and to line 80 for reading out a 
complement '9' from a column of contacts 4b 
which has either been set to represent '0' or has 
not received any entry. 

Coil 72 closes contacts 2b (Fig. 12e), par 
allel with contacts floa and 49b, to form the cir 
cuit of coil . Coll if closes contacts to to 
enable the operation of the digit keys, in typing 
the simple credit, to enter the credit value into 
the value retainer bank. Coil 72 also closes con 
tacts 2c, in shunt with contacts 48d, to pre 
pare the total entry magnet 30 (top of Fig. 12f) 
for subsequent energization. 
The operator, after depressing the credit key 

and tabulating the credit section of the bill to typ 
ing position, types the simple credit value. Dur 
ing typing of this value, the coils ft 4 of the value 
retainer bank are energized, in the manner ex 
plained before, Entry of the last digit into the 
right-hand column of the value retainer means 
causes energization of magnet R.H. The contacts 
RHd thereupon close to form clutch magnet cir 
cuit it. Contacts RHf close, credit coll contacts 
2c have been closed before, and when cam 

contacts A close, the circuit of total entry mag 
net 30 (Fig. 12f) is formed. Accordingly, the 
simple credit will be entered, during an accumu 
lator cycle, into the total bank in the same man 
ner as explained for the computed credit. Since 
there is no auto typing of a product involved in 
the entry of the simple credit, the auto carriage 
return circuit does not form, and carriage return 
Operation is initiated by the operator. 

Discount operation 
The discount item is within the class of Com 

puted credit items. Line 2 of the illustrative bill 
(Fig. 13) shows a 25% discount allowed on the 
debit extension of the first item. The tens Order 
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digit of the discount percentage is typed in the 
hundreds column of the quantity field, the units 
order percentage digit in the tens column, and the 
tenths order percentage digit (the closest ap 
proximation to the fraction) in the units quantity 
column. The amount on which the discount is 
allowed is typed, in the regular order, in the price 
columns. The multiplication of the values typed 
in the quantity and price columns takes place, in 
the same manner as described before, during the 
typing in the description field. After typing in 
the description, the operator depresses the dis 
count key DK (Fig. 1) closing contacts DKa (Fig. 
12a) to form the following circuit: 

Discount relay magnet.-Line Ot, connection 
b-64, contacts DKa, connection b-65 (turn to 
bottom of Fig. 12f), a relay coil 82, discount relay 
magnet 65, line 02. 
Magnet 65 closes contacts f65b to form the 

following stick circuit (Fig. 12f) : - , 
Discount magnet stick circuit-Line 02, mag 

net 65, contacts f65b, resistance 83, contacts 
42b, line Ol. 
The stick circuit maintains magnet 65 ener 

gized after contacts DKa open due to release of 
the discount key. The main circuit of magnet 85 
includes coil f82 which closes contacts 82a and 
82b (Fig. 12a), shunting credit key contacts CKa 
CKb, and thus making it unnecessary to depress 
the credit key along with the discount key. The 
closing of contacts 82a and 82b has the same 
effect as though the credit key were depressed 
and results in formation of the credit coil 63 
circuit. Energization of coil 163 (Fig. 12f) opens 
contacts f63a in the main circuit of coils 49 and 
8 f (Fig. 12e) to prevent energization of these 

coils when multiplication is completed and the 
amount section of the bill brought to typing posi 
tion. When multiplication is completed, credit 
coils f0, 55, and 2 are energized in the man 
ner explained before, and when the credit section 
is brought to typing position, coil 7 is energized 
and contacts 77a in the stick circuit of coil 63 
open. Deenergization of coil 63 permits contacts 
63a in the coils 49 and 6 circuit to reclose. 

Coil 77 has closed contacts 77b in the latter 
circuit (Fig. 12e), and contacts 60b are closed 
by coil 60, energized as a result of completion 
of multiplication. The coils 49 and 6 circuit 
is then completed when cam contacts R2 close 
and is held through cam contacts R. 
The discount percentage has been typed in the 

quantity columns and entered in the value re 
tainer bank as a number which is the discount 
percentage multiplied by 1000. Thus, in the first 
discount item of the bill (Fig. 13), the discount 
percentage equals 25/100 and is entered as 250 
which is 1000 times the true discount percentage. 
The product obtained by multiplying the discount 
digits in the quantity columns by the number in 
the price columns is 1000 times greater than the 
true product of the discount percentage and the 
amount on which the discount is allowed. Before 
reading out the product standing in the product 
bank into the credit section of the bill as the true 
discount value, the product must be divided by 
1000, or reduced by three decimal places to the 
left. This effect is obtained by energization of 
discount magnet 65 which closes the left sides 
of the group of 65a contacts (Fig. 12a) and 
opens the right, normally closed sides. As indi 
cated in Fig. 12b, the '8' column spot of the auto 
type emitter E-P is disconnected from column 8 
of the commutator PRO because of the Opening 
of the right side of contacts 65a-8 and is con 
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nected through the left, now closed side of these 
contacts to wire 68 which leads to the normally 
closed side of contacts fib (Fig. 12d) connected 
to the space bar solenoid 30-SP. Thus, during 
the readout cycle, when the brush of emitter 
:-P wipes segment "8,' the space bar solenoid 

will be energized and the first from the left, or 
highest order, column of the credit section 
skipped. Similarly, spots '7' and '6' of the 
emitter E-P are disconnected, by shifting of the 
related a contacts, from columns 7 and 6 of 
the product bank commutator and connected in 
stead to wire B to form the circuit of space 
bar solenoid 80-S.P twice in succession as the 
brush of the emitter successively wipes emitter 
spots "7" and "6.' Thus, by the time the brush 
of the emitter reaches emitter spot "5,' the fourth 
column from the left of the credit section, or the 
hundreds of dollars column, is in typing position. 
The '5' emitter spot is connected through the 
left side of contacts fia-5 to column 8 of the 
product bank commutator PRO. Column 8 of the 
product bank is the 100,000 dollars order of the 
product bank. Thus, the value in the latter col 
lumn of the product bank will be read out into 
the 100 dollars order credit section columni, 
equivalent to reducing the product by three deci 
mal places to the left. Similarly, the '4,' '3,' 
"2" and "1" spots of the emitter E-P are con 
nected through the left sides of the related 65a 
contacts to columns 7, 6, 5, and 4 of the product 
bank. In above manner, the product is read out 
and typed as a number which is one-thousandth 
the value standing in the product bank, thereby 
giving the true discount value. 
The emitter E-Pignores the three lowest orders 

of the product bank which carry the tenths, hun 
dredths, and thousandths of cents digits of the 
discount. However, it is desired, in the event the 
tenths of cents value exceeds “5,” to spill '1' 
into the units cents order. Column 4 of the prod 
luct bank contains the units of cents discount 
digit and column 3, the tenths of cents discount 
value. Before emitter E-P reads out any of the 
columns, entry of '5' into column 3 occurs, in a 
manner which will be explained shortly. If col 
lumn 3 previously read '4' or lower, then addition 
of '5' will not result in a carry over to column 4, 
but if column 3 read '5' or higher, then the addi 
tion of "5' results in carrying '1' into column 4. 
To make clear the requirements for entering "5" 
into product bank column 3, the circuit therefor 
will first be traced (Fig. 12d). 

Half-cent pickup.-Line Oil, contacts 75, credit 
relay contacts 55b, brush 77 of credit emitter 
--, the '5' emitter spot, wire f 85, cam con 

tacts R, contacts Od, discount relay contacts 
lic, column 3 magnet CM of the product bank, 
line 2. 
Contacts 55b are closed by credit coll SS (Fig. 

121) which is energized only upon completion of 
multiplication. Contacts 10d are closed by coll 

energized upon completion of multiplication. 

44 
lator cycle lying within a readout cycle, then 
readout will begin during the same readout cycle 
at the '8' column point. This is not desirable 
during discount Operations because, in that event, 
the half-cent pickup circuit will not have been 
formed since cam contacts RS have closed and 
opened, without effect, during the same first ac 
cumulator cycle. Accordingly, when handling a 
discount item, the operator, after entering the 
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factors, typing the description, and depressing 
the discount key, waits until the calculator shaft 
88 and the parts operated thereby have stopped 
operating before tabulating the credit section to 
typing position. By waiting until the calculator 
shaft 38 has stopped operating, the Operator 
knows multiplication has been completed and 
that the calculator unit is ready to begin a new 
readout cycle. Then, upon tabulating the credit 
field to typing position, the contacts TT b close 
to form the circuit of coils 49 and 8 (Fig. 12e) 
contacts fic close to establish a clutch circuit, 
and two readout cycles follow, as explained pre 
viously. During the first readout cycle, the half 
cent plckup circuit enters "5" into Column 3 of 
the product bank before the product readout be 
gins at column point "8.' 
The discount product is entered into the total 

izer through the emitter E-, in the manner ex 
plained for the other credit items. When the 
'O' spot of emitter E- is traversed by the brush, 
the previously traced coils 32 and 42 circuit is 
formed, and contacts 42b open to break the stick 
circuit of the discount magnet 85 (Fig. 12.f), 
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Contacts tic are closed by discount relay mag 
net . Cam contacts R5 are closed during the 
's' point of the first accumulator cycle lying 
within a readout cycle. The readout of a prod 
uct occurs after contacts Bib (Fig. 12b) close as 
a result of the formation of the coils f and B 
circuit which, for a credit product, requires com 
pletion of multiplication and the tabulating of 
the credit field of the bill to typing position, as 
previously explained. If the credit field has al 
ready been brought to typing position and mul 
tiplication is completed during the first accumu 
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Successive discounts 
Lines 9, 10 and 11 of the illustrative bill (Fig. 

13) show successive discounts. These are taken 
on the successive balances standing in the total 
bank. The discount percentage is typed, as be 
fore, in the quantity columns and the balances 
on which the discounts are to be taken are typed 
in the price columns. The balances may be read 
by the operator from indicating wheels (Figs. 
1, 3, and 4) of the total bank. However, to take 
care of the possibility that a total bank of the 
concealed type may be used, provision is made 
for printing the balances in the total section of 
the bill without clearing the total bank. The 
operator then is enabled to read the typed total 
and enter it in the price columns of the next 
line as the amount to be multiplied by the dis 
count percentage. An additional advantage in 
this procedure is that a check is provided of the 
accuracy of the entry of the balance in the price 
columns by the operator. 
The discount operations are the same for each 

of the successive discounts as for the single dis 
count explained previously. The only difference 
between the successive discount items and the 
single discount item is in the printing of the bal 
ance, standing in the total bank, on the line pre 
ceding the line on which a successive discount 
item is typed, and the means for printing the bal 
ance will be explained in connection with the 
total taking Operations, 

Total Operations 
The total bank carries the accumulation or 

balance of the debit and credit items entered on 
the bill. This total may be read out and auto 
matically typed in the total section of the bill. 
The total read out operation requires the depres 
sion of either total key TK or TRK (Fig. 1) and 
the tabular spacing of the carriage to bring the 
total section to typing position. The key TK is 
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used if the total is to be read out without accom 
panying reset of the total bank, while the key 
TRK is used when it is desired to take the total 
and also reset. For example, the key TK is used 
when taking the total for successive discount pur 
poses, or when two bills are to be sent to the same 
customer, with the total of the first bill to be 
ried forward to the second bill. 
Total taking without resetting.-Assuming 

that it is desired to take a total without reset 
ting, the operator depresses the total key TK, 
closing contacts TE' to form the following cir 
cuit (Fig. 12c.) : 

Total cely circuit.-Line 0 , connection b-44, 
contacts TE, connection b-2 (turn to Fig. 12f), 
coil 7, line (2. 

Coil 7 closes contacts b to maintain the 
coil energized through relay contacts 86a. The 
latter contacts do not open until after the total 
relay coils circuit is established, as will be ex 
plained below. Coil it also closes contacts ?c 
(Fig. 12f) in the line leading to plug socket 05-5, 
which is connected to plug socket 03-0, corre 
sponding to the total section. Nothing further 
happens until the operator tabulates the total 
section to typing position. When this is done, 
switch SW-E3 advances to position "10,' and 
with contacts ic closed, the following circuit 
forms (Fig. 12f): 

Coil 187 circuit. -Line 0 , position "10' of 
switch SW-i:3, socket 03-0, the plug wire O 
to socket 05-6, contacts c, coil 87, line 02. 

It is to be noted that the above circuit requires 
operation of the total key and also tabular spac 
ing of the total section to typing position, the 
order in which the operations are effected being 
immaterial. However, at this point, it may be 
explained that when it is desired to type the total 
on the same line as the last item, the total key is 
depressed before the carriage is tabulated to the 
amount section if a computed debit is involved or 
to the credit section if a computed credit is in 
volved. This prevents formation of the auto car 
riage return circuit which normally follows the 
readout of the computed debit or credit amount. 
When the total key is depressed before the car 
riage is tabulated to the amount Or credit Sec 
tions, the coil f is energized, opening contacts 

la (Fig. 12a) of the auto carriage return cir 
cuit, and, consequently, after the auto typing of 
the debit or credit amount, the same line of the 
bill remains in position to receive the total typ 
ing. If the item on the last line of the bill is a 
simple or cash credit, then auto typing is not 
involved and the auto carriage return circuit 
does not form, so that the depression of the total 
key may take place after the manual typing of 
the simple credit and the total may be printed 
along the same line, if desired. If it is desired to 
type the total on the line following the last item 
line, the total key is not depressed until after the 
computed credit or debit has been typed and the 
automatic carriage return operation completed. 
As a result of operation of the key TK, the total 

key circuit, energizing coil 7, has been estab 
lished, and when the total section is tabulated to 
typing position, the coil 8 circuit also forms, 

Coil 87, upon energization, closes contacts 87a 
to by-pass contacts fic and maintain the coil 
energized while the switch SW-3 remains in 
position '10.' Coil 87 also closes contacts 8b 
to establish a circuit for clutch magnet 40 (Fig. 
12f) extending through contacts A9 to initiate 
two readout cycles of calculator shaft 36. During 
the first readout cycle, can contacts R4 (see Fig. 
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11b) close and, with contacts 8Tc also closed by 
the energized coil 87, the following circuit forms 
(Fig. 12e): 
Total relay coils circuit.-Line tol, can con 

tacts R4, contacts 87c, total relay coils , , 
and 88, line 02. 

Coil 7 closes stick contacts (Tb to hold the 
total relay coils energized through can con 
tacts R3. 

Coil 86 closes contacts 86b (Fig. 12f) in par 
allel with contacts 8b in the clutch magnet 
circuit. During the first readout cycle, at the 
Tab point, the bill sheet is tabulated to bring 
the cents field of the total section to typing posi 
tion. However, in the present illustrative en 
bodimen, switch SW-#3 is not advanced as a 
result of the tabular spacing operation from posi 
tion '10' but, due to the construction of ratchet 
88 (Fig. 2), remains in the latter position. AC 
cordingly, coil 187 is maintained energized and 
when the clutch shunt circuit opens due to break 
ing of cam contacts R9 in the third accumulator 
cycle of the series coextensive with the first read 
out cycle, the clutch circuit through contacts 
8Tb and A9 is operative to continue the shaft 

36 in operation through the first accumulator 
cycle lying within the second readout cycle. At 
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the Reset point of the latter cycle, an auto Car 
riage return operation restores switch SW-F to 
home position and coil 187 is deemergized and its 
contacts 8b open, but the clutch shunt circuit 
continues operation of the shaft 36 to the end of 
the second readout cycle. The relay contacts 
(86b are provided in shunt with contacts lib in 
the event that it is desired, for any reason, to ad 
vance the switch SW-#3 from position "10' at the 
Tab point of the first readout cycle. In that 
event, the contacts 86b will act in conjunction 
with cam contacts A9 to maintain the clutch 
operative for performing a second readout cycle. 

Coil 86 also opens contacts 86a in the total 
key circuit (Fig. 12f) to deemergize coil 7. Coil 
86 also closes contacts 86c which are in shunt 
with contacts 6 c (Fig. 12a) to replace the latter 
in the holding coil 67 circuit, which forms as a 
result of the readout of the first significant figure, 
prior to which contacts 67b divert the "O' dollars 
readout circuit to the space solenoid 30-SP, as 
explained hereinbefore. 

Coil 86 closes contacts 6d and when cam 
contacts R close, the following circuit forms 
(Fig. 12f): 
Credit balance control magnet 189.-Line , 

contacts RT, contacts 86d, plural coll magnet , 
line (2. 
When the total bank carries a net debit or 

positive balance, magnet 89 performs no func 
tion. Assuming there is a debit balance, it will 
suffice, for the present, to state that magnet 9 
is deemergized when contacts RT open before the 
beginning of the readout period at '8' of the read 
out cycle (Fig. 11b). 

After can contacts R open, cam contacts R. 
close, and with contacts fic closed by total relay 
coil 7, the following circuit forms (Fig. 12f): 

Total control magnet 190.--Line of, can con 
tacts R8, contacts lic, magnet 90, line 02. 
Magnet 90 closes the group of contacts a 

at the right of the commutator TRO (Fig. 12b). 
Coil if also opens contacts fla (Fig. 12a) 

common to the coil 20, coil 40, and the key coil 
circuit to prevent any possibility of the value re 
taining means being Set up as a result of the 
automatic typing of the total which is to take 
place, 
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Coil also closes contacts 7d between the 
brush of the auto type total emitter E-T (Fig. 
12b) and line f O. 

Debit balance readout.-Assuming that the bill 
total is a plus or debit total, and that the reading 
in column 8 of the total bank is "5,' then the total 
auto type circuit is as follows (Fig. 12b) : 
Debt total auto type circuit.-Line Oi, con 

tacts 83, contacts f Td, normally closed contacts 
9a, the brush of emitter E-T, emitter spot '8,' 

the serially connected, closed side of column re 
duction points 64b, the serially connected, nor 
mally closed side of relay contacts 207a, the -- 
collector ring of column 8 of total bank commuta 
tor TRO, the -- brush 5 of column 8, segment 
53-5 now engaged by the -- brush, the serially 
connected, now-closed contacts 90a, the serially 
connected, normally closed side of inversion relay 
contacts 93a-5, connection b-f6 (turn to Fig. 
12a), key solenoid 30-5, connection b-9, pick-up 
coil 67, line 02. 
The solenoid 30-5 operates the key fo-5 to 

type "5" in the first column of the total section of 
the bill. The function of coil 67 is the same as 
described in connection with the readout of the 
product. 
Through similar total auto type circuits, digits 

1 to 8 are read out of the other total bank columns 
and automatically typed in total section. The 
readout of zeros in columns 8 to 3 of the total 
bank is also effected through a similar auto type 
circuit, but which includes closed 'O' test con 
tacts for a reason which will be made clear later. 
The readout of zeros from columns 1 and 2 is 
through a different circuit, which will be traced 
hereinafter. Likewise, the readout of '9' from 
the total bank columns is through circuits which 
depart somewhat from the above-traced total 
auto type circuit. Thus, the readout circuit for a 
"9' from dollars columns 8 to 3 proceeds from the 
'9' segments 53 of these columns through the 
left, normally closed side of contacts 94a to the 
"9" segments of columns 1 and 2, through the 
closed side of contacts 94b, a pair of total con 
trol relay contacts 90b, contacts 93a-9, connec 
tion b-20 (turn to Fig. 12), solenoid 30-9, connec 
tion b-9, coll f67, line O2. The '9' readout cir 
cult for columns 1 and 2 differs from the above 
traced circuit in omitting contacts 94a. 
Between the units of dollars column and the 

dimes column of the total field of the bill, a tab 
Space is preferably provided. The tabular spac 
ling operation between these columns is automat 
ically effected under control of the auto-type to 
tal emitter E-T when the brush thereof engages 
the "tab' spot of the emitter, in the same manner 
as explained in connection with the read out of 
the product through the product emitter E-P, the 
"tab' spots of the two auto-type emitters being 
connected to each other (see Fig. 12b). 

After passing spot "1,' the brush of emitter 
E-T engages a "reset' spot, establishing an auto 
carriage return circuit, which begins the same as 
the total auto type circuits and from the “reset' 
Spot continues through connection b-6, the car 
riage return solenoid 30-CR (Fig. 12a), connec 
tion b-60, to line 02. 

Total taking and resetting-Between the "re 
set spot' of total emitter E-T and the reset mag 
net RM-T of the total bank is a pair of relay con 
tacts 95a, which remain open when the key TK 
is operated to cause total taking operation with 
Out accompanying resetting. When total taking 
and resetting are both required, the total opera 
tion is initiated by depressing the total and reset 
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key IRK to close contacts TRK, forming the foll 
lowing circuit (begin with Fig. 12a) : 
Total and reset key circuit.-Line of, connec 

tion b-44, contacts TRK, connection b-43 (con 
tinue with Fig. 12f), pick-up coil 95, coil 7, 
line 02. 
The above circuit energizes coil 7 just as 

when the total key circuit was formed as a result 
of operation of the total key TK. All the total 
taking operations, described above as initiated by 
operation of the key TK, now take place as a re 
sult of the operation of key TRK to energize coil 
T. In addition, however, the total and reset 

key circuit has energized pick-up coil 95. The 
latter thereupon closes contacts 95b to establish 
the circuit of holding coil 95" as follows (Fig. 
2e): 
Holding coil i85' circuit.-Line 0 , total bank 

reset contacts RMa-T, contacts 95b, coil ', 
line 02. 

Coll 95 now remains energized until contacts 
RMa-T open during resetting of the total bank. 
Energization of coil 95' maintains contacts 9 a. 
(Fig. 12b) closed, so that when the brush of emit 
ter E-T reaches the "reset' spot during readout 
of the total bank, the reset magnet RM-I is en 
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ergized to cause resetting of the total bank. 
Credit, balance readout.-It has been assumed 

that the net balance standing in the total bank is 
a plus or debit balance. If the credits exceed 
the debits, then the net balance will be a credit 
or minus balance. The grand total, debit or 
credit, to be accumulated in the present case, is 
not to exceed eight denominational orders and is 
within the capacity of columns 1 to 8 of the total 
bank. It will be recalled that when a credit was 
entered in the total bank, a "9" was entered in 
column 9 of the bank. If the net balance is a 
debit total, then a carry-over will have been ef 
fected to column 9 to bring its reading to "0." If 
the net balance is a credit total, then the 9th col 
umn will read "9.' When this is the case, the re 
maining columns of the total bank carry the Con 
plement of the credit or minus balance. This 
complement must be converted into the corre 
sponding true number and typed as Such in the 
total section of the bill. 
In the same manner as explained for the debit 

total taking operations, the total relay coils cir 
cuit is formed, followed by the closing, through 
can contacts R and 86d, of the credit balance 
control magnet 89 circuit (Fig. 12f). Magnet 
89 closes the group of 89a contacts and also 

the pair of contacts 89b (Fig. 12b). Now, with 
the ninth column of the total bank reading "9,' 
indicating a credit balance, the following circuit 
forms (Fig. 12b) : 

Credit balance pick-up coil 196-Line of, the 
common side of the 89a contacts, the left-hand 
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pair of these contacts, a pick up coll 98, the 
collector ring of column 9 of the readout commu 
tator TRO, the -- brush 5 thereof, the '9' digit 
segment 53 of the 9th column, through the con 
nected row of '9' digit segments of the columns 
8 to 3, the left side of contacts 94a, the '9' seg 
ments of columns 1 and 2, a wire 7, contacts 
f 89b, a coil 98, line O2. 
Coil 96 closes contacts 96a, to energize the 

holding coil 96', as follows (Fig. 12e) : 
Coil 196 circuit.-Line O, cam contacts Rd, 

contacts f 96a, coil 96', line O2. 
The credit balance control magnet 89 is de 

energized, and the credit balance pick-up coll 
96 circuit broken, when cam contacts RT (Figs. 
11b and 12f) open, but coil 96 remains energized 
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and holds contacts 86a closed until contacts R6 
open after the first or lowest order column of 
the total bank has been read out. 
When the credit balance pick-up coil 96 cir 

cuit breaks, coil 98 is deemergized and its con 
tacts 98a close. Since contacts 96a, also are 
closed, the following circuit forms (Fig. 12e): 

Inversion magnet-Line of, cam contacts R6, 
contacts 96a, 198a, in parallel through coil 194 
and inversion relay magnet f83, line 02. 
Magnet 93 shifts the center blades of the 

group of contacts 93a-0 to 9 (Fig. 12b), opening 
the normally closed side of these contacts which 
are in the debit total auto type circuits. The 
closing of the normally open sides of contacts 
83a, connects segments 53 of the readout com 
mutator TRO to the complementarily related key 
Solenolds 30, causing the complement of the credit 
balance in the total bank to be read out and typed 
as a true credit balance, Contacts 93a are 
shifted as a result of the energization of magnet 
93 when contacts 98a close, which is timed by 
opening of cam contacts R to occur before cam 
contacts R8 close. When the latter cam contacts 
close, the total control magnet 90 circuit (Fig. 
12f) is established to energize magnet 90 which 
closes the group of 90a contacts (Fig. 12b). As 
Sunning for example, that column 8 of the total 
As reads "6,” the following circuit forms (Fig. 
12b) : . 
Credit total auto type circuit-Line Of, con 

tacts 83, contacts 7d, 9a, the brush of emitter 
E-T, the '8' spot thereof, the connected 64b con 
tacts, the normally closed side of contacts 207a, 
the + Collector ring of column 8, the -- brush 
thereof, the '6' segment, the contacts f 90a in 
Series with the connected '6' segments, the lower, 
now-closed side of inversion contacts 93a-3, con 
nection b-4 (continue with Fig. 12a), solenoid 
30-3, connection b-9, coil 67, line O2. 
This circuit causes typing of '3' as a result of 

the credit reading of '6' in column 8 of the total 
bank. In a similar manner, the '9' comple 
ments of values in all the other columns of the 
total bank, except the units order column, are 
read Out and typed. The '9' credit value read 
Out circuit of columns 8 to 3 proceeds from the 
"9" segment of column 3 through the lower, now 
closed side of contacts 94b (coil 94 has been 
energized by the inversion magnet circuit), 
through contacts 90b, the lower, now-closed side 
of inversion contacts 93a-0, line 68 (turn to 
Fig. 12a), the center blade of contacts 67b, and 
from there either to the "0" or the space bar 
solenoid 30, depending on the condition of con 
tacts 67b which, in turn, depends on whether a 
significant digit has been read out from a higher 
Order column. Thus, the nine complement '0' 
of a '9' in columns 8 to 3 is normally read out by 
the above circuit. For a credit reading of "9" 
in column 2 (the tens of cents order), it is de 
sired normally totype a "0,'regardless of whether 
a significant dollars digit has or has not been 
printed. . The '9' credit readout circuit of col 
lumn 2 proceeds from the '9' segment of this col 
umn to the right, now-closed side of contacts 94a, 
through a wire 99, the wire O (turn to Fig. 
12a), and connection b-fi to solenoid 30-0. In 
column 1, the units order column, the "10" com 
plement of the credit value must be read out and 
typed. Thus, if the -- feeler of column 1 is on 
segment 3-0, then '0' must be readout. When 
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to the minus collector ring of column 1 and disa 
connecting the "1" spot from the -- Collector ring 
Of this column. The - brush, as explained here 
inbefore, is one step behind the -- brush. Thus, 
if the -- brush is on "0,' then the - brush is 
On the '9' segment (see Fig. 3a). The circuit 
for the units order complement of credit reading 
"0' is, then, as follows (Fig.12b) : 
'0' units order credit readout.-Line 0 , con 

tacts 83, d, 9 fa, the brush of emitter E-T, 
the "1" spot, the left side of contacts 93b, the 
- collector ring of column 1, the - brush there 
of, the '9' Segments 53 of columns i and 2, the 
right side of contacts f 94a, wire 99, wire 70, 
connection b-ff, solenoid 30-0, connection b-i O, 
line 2, 

Similarly, any other credit value in column 
is read out through the - brush of this column 
in order to provide the "10' complement thereof. 
For example, if the units order column -- brush 
is on the "6' segment, the - brush is on the 
"5' segment. With the left side of contacts 93b 
closed, the readout circuit for the first column 
proceeds from spot '1' of emitter E-T through 
the left side of contacts 93b, to the - collector 
ring, the - brush, the segment "5,' the connected 
points 90a, the now-closed, lower side of con 
tacts 93a-4, connection b-lb (continue with Fig. 
12a), solenoid 30-4, connection b-9, coil 6, 
line 02. As a result, the "10" complement, "4,' 
of the units order credit reading of "6" is typed. 

In reading out the '10' complement of the 
Credit reading in column 1, the elusive One for , 
this column has been taken care of. The reading 
out of '9' complements of the credit values in 
other columns has also been explained. However, 
if the units order reads "0,' then the elusive one 
must also be added to the tens order, and if the 
tens order also read "0,' then the elusive One 
must be added to the hundreds order, and So on. 
Thus, under the above conditions, the elusive one 
must be added not only to the units order but to 
all the orders to the left thereof and including the 
first one containing a significant figure, just as 
though the latter were really the units order. In 
other words, the first significant digit from the 
right and the '0' digits in all the orders to the 
right of this first significant figure must be read 
out as "10' Complements, While the digits in the 
Orders to the left of the first significant figure 
must be readout as '9' complements. For ex 
ample, the real number corresponding to the Con 
plement of 99,082,000 is 009, 18,000. When the 
complementary figure 99,082,000 is standing in 
the first eight columns of the total bank, then 
the ninth column also reads "9,' manifesting a 
credit balance. With this complementary read 
ing in the total bank, the ninth column commu 
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inversion magnet 93 was energized, it also closed 
the left side of contacts 93b and opened the 

tator -- brush S is on the segment "9'; in the 
eighth and seventh columns, the -- brushes are 
on the segments '9' and the - brushes on the 
'8' segments. In the sixth column, the -- brush 
is on segment '0' and the minus brush on seg 
ment "9"; in the fifth column, the -- brush is on 
Segment '8' and the - brush on segment '7'; in 
the fourth Column, the -- brush is on segment "2" 
and the - brush on segment "l'; and in the 
third, second, and first columns, the -- brushes 
are on segments '0' and the - brushes on the 
'9' segments. 
When the Credit balance control magnet f89 

was energized, as previously described, it closed 
the group of 89a contacts (located above the 
auto type emitter E-T, Fig. 12b). Between these 

right side, connecting the "i" spot of emitter E-T 75 several contacts and the - collector rings of col 
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umns 1 to 7 are elusive one pick-up coils 20, 22, 
23, 24, 205, 20B, and 207. Simultaneously with 
formation of the circuit of coll , traced before, 
through the left-hand pair of contacts 9a, the 
following parallel circuit is completed as a result 
of the - brush of the column 1 engaging the 
'9' segment (Fig. 12b): 

Elusive one pick-up coll 201-Line , the 
common of the la contacts, the first pair of 

a contacts from the right, pick-up coll 20, the 
- collector ring of column 1, the '9' segment 
thereof, wire T, contacts 9b, coil 18, line 2. 

Similarly, elusive one pick-up coils 202, 20, and 
208, respectively associated with the second, third, 
and sixth columns, are energized as a result of 
their - brushes engaging '9' segments. The 
elusive one pickup coils 24, 2U, and 207 are not 
energized because the - brushes of columns 4, 
5, and 7 are not engaged with '9' segments. It 
may be noted that an elusive One relay coll is not 
provided for the eighth column because if this 
column reads "O' and the other columns to the 
right also read "0,' then the net balance is zero, 
and means are provided, in that case, to prevent 
any auto typing operations, as will be explained 
later. 
At this time, for the assumed example, the 
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pick-up coils E, 201, 22, 203, and 20 are ener 
gized and respectively close contacts a, 2b, 
202b, 203b, and 2IIb (bottom of Fig. 12e). A 
circuit thereupon is established from line if, 
through can contacts R, contacts a, wire 2, 
contacts 20 lb, holding coil 20, to line 02. The 
circuit of holding coll 22' is formed similarly 
through serially connected contacts 2 lb and 
202b, and for holding coil 20 through serially 
connected contacts 20 b, 202b, and 208b. The 
circuit of holding coll 20' cannot form because 
the contacts 204b and 2 b are open, breaking 
the connection between closed contacts 2b and 
206b. Thus, energization is effected only of the 
elusive one holding colls which are related to the 
columns of the total bank which read 'O' to the 
right of the first right hand significant figure. 
When cam contacts R open, the magnet 8 is 
deenergized, its contacts 89a and b open, and 
the elusive one pick-up coils are deemergized. 

Coils 20, 202', and 203' open the normally 
closed, right sides of their respective contacts 
20a, 202a, 201a and close the left sides, thereby 
disconnecting the -- collector rings of columns 
2, 3, and 4 from spots "2," "3," and '4" of emitter 
E-T and connecting the - collector rings of these 
columns to these emitter spots. The read out cir 
cuit for the column 4 proceeds, then, from spot 
"4' of the emitter E-T, through the left, now 
closed side of contacts 20a, the - collector ring 
of column 4, the - brush thereof, the segment 
3- engaged therewith, the associated pair of 

contacts 90a, the now-closed, lower side of in 
version contacts a-B, connection b- (con 
tinue with Fig. 12a), solenoid 80-8, connection 
b-9, coil BT, line fo2. 
Thus, with the credit value '0' in each of col 

umns 1, 2, and 3, the credit digit '2' in column 
4 is readout as its "ten' complement "8.” The 
"0" in each of columns 1, 2, and 3 is read out 
through circuits such as traced previously 
through the '9' segments of these columns, with 
the difference for columns 2 and 3 being in the 
routing of the circuits through their - collector 
rings and - brushes. 

Zero balance Operations 
When the balance in the total bank is zero and 

the operator, nevertheless, initiates total taking 
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operation, means are provided to prevent forma 
tion of any circuits through total emitter E-T. 
Thus, the first column of the total section will 
remain set at the typing position, indicating to 
the operator that the balance is Zero, It will be 
recalled that the readout of a zero, when not 
preceded by a significant digit, from columns 8 to 
3 of the total bank is routed through the nor 
mally closed side of contacts 8b to the space 
solenoid 30-SP to effect intraline or character 
spacing of the bill. When the balance is 1 to 9 
cents, the '0' in column 2 is nevertheless readout 
into solenoid 30-0, as explained previously, to 
type "0" in the tens of cents column of the total 
section. However, when the balance is zero in 
all the columns, then the readout of Zeros from 
any column, including cents columns 1 and 2 is 
prevented. Therefore, space bar operations will 
not occur and the first column of the total section 
will remain at typing position. Also, carriage re 
turn operation will be prevented and the total line 
of the bill will remain at the typing line, 

To determine whether the balance is zero, a 
so-called zero test shot is made before the total 
readout begins at point '8' of a readout cycle 
(Fig. 11b). It will be recalled that when the 
carriage was tabulated to the total field and the 
total key depressed, the coil 87 circuit (Fig. 12f) 
was completed. Coil 87 closes contacts 87d and, 
when can contacts Rf close, a circuit is formed 
through the '0' test multi-contact magnet 20, 
as follows (bottom of Fig. 12f): 

'0' balance test magnet circuit-Line 0, Con 
tacts Rif, contacts fid, plural coil magnet 20, 
line 02. ' 
Magnet 2 fo operates its several relay contacts, 

and if columns 1 to 8 of the total bank all read 
"O,' then the following circuit forms (start with 
Fig. 12a): 
'0' balance detecting circuit.-Line of, relay 

contacts 20a, wire 2 f (turn to Fig. 12b), the 
first column '0' segment, the -- brush engaged 
therewith, the -- collector ring, contacts 20b, 
the -- collector ring of the column 2, its -- brush, 
the '0' segment of the column 2, contacts 20c, 
the "0" segment of the column 3, the -- brush of 
column 3, its -- ring, contacts 20d, the -- ring 
of the column 4, its -- brush, its '0' segment, 
the '0' segment of the column 5, its -- brush, 
its -- ring, co, tacts 20e, the -- ring of the col 
umn 6, its -- brush, its "0' segment, the '0' seg 
ment of the column 7, its -- brush, its -- ring, 
contacts 2 of, the -- ring of the column 8, its + 
brush, its "O' segment, contacts 20g, wire 22 
(turn to Fig. 12e), coil 9, line 02. 
As may be noted from Fig. 12b, contacts 20h, 

4, , and k are, respectively, inserted between the 
'O' segments of the first and second columns, be 
tween the '0' segments of the third and fourth 
columns, between the '0' segments of the fifth 
and sixth columns, and between the "0" seg 
ments of the seventh and eighth columns of the 
total bank. When magnet 20 is energized, it 
opens these contacts 20h, i, d, and k, insuring 
the '0' balance detecting circuit being routed, 
seriatim, through the -- collector rings of all the 
columns. If, for example, the '0' segments of 
the first and second columns were not discon 
nected by the opening of contacts 20h, then the 
circuit would go from the '0' segment of the first 
column directly to the 'O' segment of the second 
column, and through contacts 20c to the 'O' 
segment of the third column, thus skipping the 
"O' test for the second column. 
When the "0" balance detecting circuit is 
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b-50 (turn to Fig. 12a), the dotted line position 
of switch SW-PR, connection b-52 (continue with 
Fig. 12e), coil 25, can contact A2, line Ol. 

Coil 25 closes contacts 2 tsa, in parallel with 
contacts RHod, to form a circuit, similar to clutch 
circuit F, through the clutch magnet 40 (Fig. 
12.f), setting the calculator shaft 36 in operation. 
The energization of magnet RM-P then causes 
resetting of the product bank, 

If the switch SW-PR is thrown to alternative 
position while the calculator unit is effecting mull 
tiplication, the multiplication operation will be 
stopped immediately and the product bank reset. 
For this purpose, coil 25 closes contacts 25b 
(Fig. 12e), connecting the common of switch 
SW-#2 to the '4' spot thereof, as a result of 
which the release magnet SWR-2 circuit, in which 
coils 3 and 53 are included, is formed, causing 
restoration of the switch SW-2 to home posi 
tion, while the coil 3 opens contacts 3 a com 
mon to the stick circuits of the retainer relay coils 
4 (Fig. 12c). Thus, the value retaining means 

is cleared, and the multiplying operation, which 
requires energization of column shift magnets 28 
(Fig. 12e) is interrupted. The resetting of the 
product bank is effected by the energized mag 
net RM-P. The purpose of throwing switch 
SW-PR during multiplying operation is to reset 
the product bank and clear the value retainer 
means upon discovering an error after multipli 
cation has begun. If the error is discovered after 
multiplication has been completed but before the 
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auto typing of the product has begun, then the 
coil 60 stick circuit will have been closed but 
the coils 49 and 6 circuit still will be open. 
Then, by operation of switch SW-PR, the prod 
uct bank will be reset and, during the resetting 
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operation, reset switch RMa-P will open to break 
the coil 60 stick circuit (Fig. 12e), preventing . 
the initiation of the auto readout of the product. 
When resetting of the total bank is desired, 

the switch SW-TR (Figs. 1 and 12a) is closed, 
causing the following circuit to form (Fig. 12a) : 

Coil 206 circuit.-Line 0 , connection b-54, 
the dotted position of switch SW-TR, connection 
b-53 (continue with Fig. 12f), coil 26, line 02. 

Coil 26 closes contacts 26a, parallel with con 
tacts 25a (Fig. 12f), to establish the clutch mag 
net circuit. The coil 26 also closes contacts 26b 
to form the circuit of reset magnet RM-T of the 
total bank, as follows (Fig.12b) : 

Alternative total bank reset circuit.-Line 02, 
magnet RM-T, contacts 28b, wire 27 (turn to 
Fig. 12e), cam contacts A2, line 0. 
Resetting of the total bank then is effected by 

energization of magnet RMIT. 
The product and total banks may be reset si 

multaneously by moving switches SW-TR, and 
SW-PR to dotted positions (Fig.12a). 

Error key control 
The error key EK (Fig. 1) is used to clear the 

value retainer bank if an error is discovered in 
the manual typing within the quantity, price, or 
credit sections. The operation of the error key 
causes deenergization of any value coils which 
may have been energized before the error key was 
depressed. The error key operation also causes 
the switch SW-# to be restored to home posi 
tion. When the error key is depressed, it opens 
the normally closed left side of contacts Eka 
and closes the normally open side thereof (Fig. 
12a). The opening of the normally closed side 
of contacts EKa breaks the value coil stick cir 
cuits which may have previously been formed, 
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ideenergizing all the value coils 14. The closing 
of the normally open side of contacts EKa forms 
the following circuit (Fig. 12a): 

Release magnet SWMR-1 circuit #2.-Line , 
connection b-84, the right, now closed side of 
contacts EKa, connection b-35 (turn to the bot 
tom of Fig. 12b), the normally closed side of con 
tacts RHC, switch contacts SWa- (closed when 
the feeler of Switch SW-#f advanced from home 
position), release magnet SWR-, line 02. 
A parallel circuit is formed which proceeds 

from connection b-SS through coil 143 to line 02. 
Energization of magnet SWR- restores switch 

SWF to home position. 
Coil 43 energized by the parallel circuit opens 

contacts 3d. (Fig. 12e) in coll circuit #2 
causing opening of contacts fla (Fig. 12a) in the 
key coils circuit, coil 40 circuit, and coil 20 cir 
cuit, preventing further entry of price values into 
the value retainer bank. 
When the operator has already typed the price 

and quantity values and multiplication has begun 
but is not completed, the operation of the error 
key opens the stick circuits of the value coils, as 
explained above, causing contacts 4b (Fig. 12d) 
to open. Further, since magnet RH is deener 
gized, contacts RHe in the circuit of magnet 
SWM-2 (Fig. 12e) reopen, prevent further ad 
vance of the switch SW-#2, and multiplication 
ceases. Contacts R.H.d. (Fig. 12f) open, breaking 
clutch circuit #, and the cycles of shaft 36 stop 
when the clutch shunt circuit breaks. The prod 
luct bank is then reset by operation of switch 
SW-PR. 

If multiplication has been completed and the 
amount section of the bill not tabulated to typ 
ing position, then the depression of the error key 
is without effect. In that case, to rectify an error, 
the operator must move switch SW-PR to dotted 
position, causing the product bank to be cleared. 

If an error is noted after the credit key is de 
pressed, the opening of contacts EKb breaks the 
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Credit coils circuit which include contacts EKb 
(Fig. 12a). Deenergization of credit coils 50, 
55, and 72 results. Also credit coil 83 circuit 

is broken by opening of contacts EKb. 
If there has been no error in the typing of the 

factors involved in a debit product, but the credit 
key has been erroneously operated, then the de 
pression of the error key, after multiplication is 
completed and before the amount section has been 
tabulated to typing position, or while its first 
column still is in typing position, breaks the credit 
coils circuits and permits the product to be typed 
in the amount section. 

If an error is noted during the typing of a cash 
credit, the depression of the error key will open 
the circuits of the credit coils. Deenergization of 
coll 72 will permit contacts 72b in the main 
circuit of coil (Fig. 12e) to open. As ex 
plained above, the coil 43 also will be energized 
to open contacts 43a in the coil circuit #2. 
Thus, depression of the error key will prevent 
further entry of the credit amount into the value 
retaining means. 

Column reduction 
When the factors to be multiplied do not exceed 

five digits; say, two quantity orders and three 
price orders, then the product will not exceed five 
digits, and use may be made of the column re 
duction feature of the machine to save time in 
the product auto type and entry operations, and 
also, if the balance does not exceed five digits, 
in the total taking and typing operations. When 
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formed, coil f is energized, closing contacts 
b (Fig. 12e) to form a stick circuit for the 

coil through cam contacts RO, which remains 
in effect for the rest of the first readout cycle. 
During the succeeding readout cycles, the circuits 
of magnet 20 and of coil 9 are repeated. 

Coil f, upon energization, opens contacts 
9a, in the common side of the total auto type 

circuits (see Fig. 12b). As a result, the space 
bar solenoid circuits, normally provided when the 
column preceding a significant figure reads "O,' 
do not form, the automatic tabular spacing be 
tween the dollars and cents field of the "total' 
section of the bill does not occur, and the auto 
matic carriage return is prevented. Consequent 
ly, the bill will remain stationary, with the left 
hand column of the total section resting at typ 
ing position. As the carriage has not been tab 
ulated, switch SW-#3 remains in position "19,' 
coil 8 remains energized, and the clutch circuit 
is maintained through its contacts 87b, causing 
continuous running of the calculator unit. All 
these indications call the operator's attention to 
and manifest the fact that the balance reading is 
zero. This is of particular value when the ind 
cator wheels 4 of the total bank are not visible 
to the Operator. 

It may be noted that the purpose of normally 
open contacts 20c. between the '0' segments of 
colunms 2 and 3 of the total bank is to discon 
nect the '0' segments of columns 8 to 3 from 
the 'O' segments of columns 1 and 2, except when 
all the columns read '0' and the '0' balance 
detecting circuit forms. The purpose of the nor 
mal break between the '0' segments of the sec 
ond and third columns is to cause a '0' in the 
tens of cents order or second column of the total 
bank to be read out and typed even if all the 
dolars columns read "0,' provided, however, that 
there is a significant figure in the units of cents 
column. Thus, with all the dollars columns 
standing at '0' and the units of cents column 
having a significant figure, the contacts 8b 
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(Fig. 12a) will be in normal condition with its 
right-hand side closed, routing the '0' readout 
circuits of the dollars columns to the space bar 
solenoid 80-SP. However, if the second column 
also reads "O,' the following readout circuit will 
be established (Fig. 12b): to debit read it of second column of total 
bank-As in the other total auto type circuits 
to spot '2' of the emitter E-T, the normally 
closed side of the connected 20 a contacts, the 
-- ring of the column 2, the -- brush thereof, the 
"O' segment thereof, normally closed contacts 
2 h, the '0' segment of the units column, wire 
2 (turn to Fig. 12a), contacts lic of the now 
energized total control magnet 0, the normally 
closed side of inversion relay contacts lic, con 
nection b-, solenoid 80-0, connection b-9, coll 
BT, line O2. 
Thus, the lack of a significant figure in the 

dollars columns of the total bank does not pre 
vent the readout and typing of a '0' in the dines 
column preceding a significant figure in the units 
of cents column, 
The '0' debit readout circuit of column i of 

the total bank is through a similar circuit, ex 
tending from total emitter spot “1,” through the 
normally closed side of inversion relay contacts 

32 to the -- collector ring of column 1, the - 
brush and '0' segment thereof, wire 2, and 
from there on as in the preceding circuit. 
When the total bank carries a credit or minus 

balance, then the inversion relay magnet is 
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energized during total readout, and contacts 93b 
and c are in shifted condition, preventing forma 
tion of the above '0' debit readout circuits 
through columns 1 and 2. The 'O' credit read 
out circuit of column 1 has been traced previ 
ously. If column 1 has a credit value of "0,' then 
the tens complement of the credit value in col 
umn 2 also is read out, and if column 2 reads 
"0,' then typing of a zero in the dimes column 
of the total section results, as previously ex 
plained. However, if column 1 has a significant 
digit, then the '9' complement of the column 2 
value is read out, and if column 2 reads "O,' the 
following circuit forms (Fig. 12b) : 
'0' credit readout of column 2 of total bank.-- 

AS in the previous total readout circuits to emit 
ter spot '2,' then through the normally closed 
side of contacts 20a, the -- collector ring of co 
umn 2, the -- brush thereof, the '0' segment en 
gaged thereby, contacts 20h, the '0' segment 
of column 1, wire 2 (turn to Fig. 12a), total 
relay contacts 90c, the right now-closed side of 
inversion relay contacts 93c, a wire 23 (return 
to Fig. 12b), the jumper to the lower, now-closed 
side of inversion relay contacts 93a-9, connec 
tion b-20 (continue with Fig. 12a), the key sole 
noid 30-9, connection b-9, coil 6, line 02. 
Thus, when column 1 has a significant credit 

digit and column 2 reads “0,' then the '9' com 
plement of the column 2 reading is typed. 

Regarding successive discounts.-As explained 
before, in taking successive discounts (see lines 
8 to 11 of Fig. 13), the amount on which the dis 
count is to be taken is the net balance, and it is 
desired to print this balance in the total section 
along the same line as the item which has been 
previously entered. For this purpose, the total 
key TK is operated before tabulating to the 
amount or credit section; the total key circuit is 
formed, energizing coil to open contacts 7 a. 
(Fig. 12a) in the auto carriage return circuit 
during readout of the product. Thus, the same 
line of the bill remains at the typing line, and 
when the total section is tabulated to typing posi 
tion, the total or balance is automatically typed 
therein, in the manner explained before. During 
the total readout, the auto carriage return circuit 
is formed, coil ill having meanwhile been de 
energized. The operator then types the discount 
percentage in the quantity columns and the bal 
ance, read from the preceding line, in the price 
columns and proceeds with the discount opera 
tion, which is performed in the same manner as 
described before. If the next line is also a bal 
ance discount operation, the operator, before tab 
ulating the credit section of the bill to typing 
position, again depresses the total key K, thus 
preventing auto carriage return during the cycle 
of the product auto type emitter E-P, in the 
manner explained previously. 

he reset stitches 

In addition to the automatic reset provided 
through the auto type emitters, the product and 
total banks may be reset at any time, at the will 
of the operator, by throwing the switch SW-PR 
(FigS. 1 and 12d) to dotted line position (Fig. 
12a) when it is desired to reset the product bank, 
closing the switch SW-TR, when the total bank 
is to be reset, and both switches when both banks 
are to be reset, 
When switch SW-PR is closed, the following 

circuit forms (begin with Fig. 12b) : 
Alternative reset of product bark-Line is, 

product ban, reset, raget, RM-F, ccaricetion 
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making use of the column reduction means, the 
tab stops are set in accordance with the reduced 
amount, credit, and total fields to be utilized. 
For instance, if the debit, credit, or total values 
are never to exceed five digits, a bill sheet with 
five columns, three for dollars and two for cents, 
in each of the amount, credit, and total Sections 
may be used. The tab stops will then be set So 
that operation of the tab key, after the description 
is typed, will bring the hundreds dollar column of 
the amount section to typing position, the next 
tab key operation will bring the cents field of the 
amount section to typing position, a further tab 
operation will bring the hundreds of dollars col 
umn of the credit section to typing position, the 
next tab key operation will bring the cents field 
of the credit section to typing position, and a still 
further operation of the tab key will bring the 
hundreds column of the total section to typing 
position. To initiate column reduction operation, 
the column reduction switch SW-C (Figs, 1 and 
12a) is closed. The quantity and price factors 
are typed in the same manner as before, caus 
ing setting up of the value coils 4 and the cor 
responding 4b contacts, space bar operations 
being effected for the left hand columns of the 
quantity and price fields in which typing is not 
to be effected. The multiplication will take 
place as before. When the carriage is tabulated 
to the amount section, the coils 9 and 6 cir 
cuit will be formed and contacts 9d (Fig. 12f) 
closed. With the column reduction switch SW-C 
closed, the following circuit will form (Fig. 12f): 
Column reduction magnets.-Line 0 , cone 

tacts 49d, connection b-62 (turn to Fig. 2a), 
switch SW-C, connection by-63 (return to Fig. 
12f), column reduction magnets 64 and 26, line 
02. 
Magnet 26 opens contacts 26a in the main 

circuits of the first five left hand columns of value 
coilst 4 (Fig. 12c) and closes contacts 26b. 
The magnet 64 closes contacts 164c (Fig. 12c) 
connecting segments “1,” “2,' and "3" of switch 
SW-F, now disconnected by opening of con 
tacts 26a from the first three left hand columns 
of coils 4, to the fourth, fifth, and sixth columns 
of cois from the left. Contacts 26 sini 
larly connect segments '4' and "5" of switch 
SW-F to the seventh and eighth columns of 
coils 4, from the left. Thus, when switch 
SW-F is in positions '1' to “5,” inclusive, it 
conditions the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and 
eighth column of coils 4 from the left to receive 
entries, 
The magnet 64 also opens contacts 84a of th 

product auto type circuits for the three left-hand 
columns (see Fig. 12b), in effect reducing the size 
of the product bank read out commutator to five 
columns. It is understood that since the product 
does not exceed five digits, the three left-hand 
columns stand at '0.' The product auto typing 
circuits will read out the five right hand columns 
of the product bank, and the resulting opera 
tion of the digit keys will set up the five right 
hand columns of value coils, f4 and correspond 
ing columns of 4th contacts: The product will 
then be entered, as before, through the 4b con 
tacts, into the total bank. r 

If the item is a simple or cash credit, the de 
pression of the credit key will result in closing of 
the credit coils circuit and credit coil 72 will 
close contacts 72d (Fig. 12f), which shunt con 
tacts 49d and replace the latter in forming the 
circuit of column reduction magnets 26 and 64. 
The same three column reduction shift will take 
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place as when a debit amount was involved, al 
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though the column reduction shift is needed only 
for the connections between switch SW-Fi and 
the value retainer bank. 
When total taking operation is initiated, the 

total relay coils circuit is established, and ener 
gization of total relay coil 88 (Fig. 12e) closes 
contacts 88a, in parallel with contacts 9d and 
72d, forming the circuit of column reduction 

magnets 26 and 64. Magnet 64 opens Con 
tacts 84b in the total auto type circuits of the 
eighth, seventh, and sixth columns of the total 
bank, effectively reducing the size of the total 
bank to the five right hand columns, so that dur 
ing total taking operation only the latter columns 
of the total bank will be read out. 
As explained hereinbefore, during entry into 

the totalizer ACC-T of a computed or simple 
credit, complement '9' is entered into any order 
of the totalizer when its related column of value 
retaining relays a, b has not been Set up. 
This '9' complement entry is effected, as de 
scribed before, through the normally closed pair 
of contacts 125c, 33c, etc. shown in Fig. 12d 
above the value representing contacts lib. 
When none of the contacts 4b of a column have 
been operated, the normally closed contacts above 
the value contacts of the column remain closed. 
In column reduction, the three highest orders of 
the value retaining columns are not set up to 
digital values. Hence, during entry of a credit 
into the totalizer, complements '9' will be entered 
through contacts 25c, 33c, and 34c, severally, 
into eighth, seventh, and sixth orders. The '9' 
complement will be entered as before into the 
ninth order. Thus, through the usual transfer 
means between the orders and by reason of entry 
of '9's' in the four higher orders of the totalizers, 
a positive balance will be manifested by the ninth 
order standing at 0 while a negative balance will 
be manifested by the ninth order standing at 9. 
Accordingly, the ninth order of the totalizer will 
function the same way with column reduction as 
without column reduction to determine whether 
the balance is to be recorded as the number regis 
tered on the totalizer or as the complement of this 
number, 
By reducing the effective size of the total bank 

and the product bank to five columns, the space 
bar solenoid 30-SP will not be energized as a re 
sult of the '0' readings in the three left-hand 
columns, thus permitting the left-hand, hundreds 
dollar order columns of the amount, credit, or 
total section of the bill to remain set in the po 
sition to which the tabular spacing operation has 
brought them, ready to receive the digit read out 
of column 5, or the hundreds dollar order, of 
the total or product bank, 
While a three column reduction has been con 

sidered, provision may be made for alternative 
column reduction of more or less columns, 

It should be noted that the quantity and price 
fields are not reduced in size, in order to take 
care of the entry of a discount item. The dis 
count percentage and the amount on which the 
discount is given are entered in the same manner 

70 

as before and cause the eight columns of the value 
retainer bank to be set up, Multiplication then 
proceeds, and since the discount relay contacts 
fia (Fig. 12b) have been shifted, the true dis 
count product is read out of columns 8 to 4 
through spots 5 to 1 of emitter E-P. Also, with 
column reduction contacts 64a open, the wiping 

s 
by the feeler of emitter E-P of spots 8, 7, and 6 
does not cause space bar operations. The total 
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entry is effected in the same way as for the other 
column reduction items, . . . . . 
While there has been shown and described 

and pointed out the fundamental novel features 
of the invention as applied to a single modifica 
tion it will be understood that various omissions 
and substitution and changes in the form and de 
tails of the device illustrated and in its operation 
may be made by those skilled in the art without 
departing from the sprit of the invention. It is 
the intention, therefore, to be limited only as in 
dicated by the scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The combination with typing means, includ 

ing digit type-actions and a work sheet support 
with the type-actions and support having letter 
spacing movement relatively to one another, for 
successively typing the digits of a plurality of 
factors, each being a multidigit number, of a suc 
cession of orders of digit storage devices, means 
Controlled by the typing means concomitantly 
with typing of the digits for successively entering 
the digits of the multidigit factors into the orders 
of storage devices, multiplying means, including 
means for coacting with the storage devices, for 
multiplying the factors stored therein, a control 
device operatively connected with the last digit 
storage order so as to be automatically rendered 
efective Concomitantly with typing of the last 
digit of the last multidigit factor and entry of 
said last digit into the storage orders, and means 
Controlled by the control device, when rendered 
effective, for automatically initiating operation of 
the multiplying means to multiply the stored 
factors, 

2. In combination, digit keys, a succession of 
value storage orders of digit relays, circuits con 
trolled by successive operation of the keys for suc 
Cessively operating the relays of one order after 
another according to the digits of a plurality of 
factors, multiplying means, including column 
shift means and means controlled thereby for 
cocting with the operated digit relays, for mu 
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tiplying the factors, product entry circuits closed 
by the multiplying means, a product accumulator 
with entry means therefor controlled by the entry 
circuits to cause the accumulator to form the 
Product of the factors, and relay mrans oper. 
atively connected to the storage order which 
stores the last digit of the factors for automat. cally initiating. Operation of the multiplying 
neas upon operation of a digit relay in the lat ter storage order. 

. In combination, column-by-column record 
in means, including digit recording element and 
related operating devices, for successively record- - 
in digits of a plurality of factors in counof 
A worsheet, a succession of orders of digit stor. ge relays, means controlled by said operating 
devices during recording of the digits for suc 
Oevely setting up relays of the orders in suc 
season to store the digits of the plurality of 
factors, multiplying means including a cyclically 

45 

operating enter and denomination shifting 
econcing with the relays for closindif. entially timed value entry circuits, meanor 

initiating operation of the multiplying means 
after the storage relays have been set with the 
Plurality of factors, a product accumulator con 
trolled by the entry circuits to form the product 
of the factors, a cyclically operated readout emit 
ter, product readout circuits successively closed 
inder Joint control of the readout emitter and 
accumulator, means... controlled by the readout 
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means to record the product, digit by digit, in 
successive columns of the sheet, means for effect 
ing concurrent cyclical operation of both afore 
said emitters, and means controlled by the multi 
plying means for preventing the readout emitter 
from controlling closure of readout circuits before 
multiplication is completed and enabling the 
readout emitter to become effective to cause clo 
sure of the readout circuits after completion of 
multiplication, with the readout emitter by its 
rate of operation determining the rate of column 
by column recording of the product digits. 

4. In combination, column by column recording 
means, including digit recording-actions and a 
work sheet support and spacing means for effect 
ing relative movement between the sheet support 
and recording-actions to bring a predetermined 
field of Columns to recording position, value stor 
ing means having a succession of orders of digit 
storage devices, means controlled by the digit 
recording-actions concomitantly with recording 
of the digits for setting up the storage orders in 
succession according to the digits of the factors, 
multiplying means controlled by the storage de 
vices for multiplying the factors, means for ren 
dering the multiplying means effective after the 
last digit of the factors has been recorded and 
set up in the value storage means, a product ac 
Cumulator controlled by the multiplying means 
to form the product of the factors, readout means 
controlled by the product accumulator for auto 
matically operating the recording-actions to re 
cord the product digit by digit in said predeter 
mined field of columns of the work sheet, a con 
trol device operated under control of the multi 
plying means upon completion of multiplication, 
another control device operated under control of 
the spacing means upon spacing of the predeter 
mined field of said sheet to recording position, 
and means under joint control of both said con 
trol devices for automatically rendering the read 
out means effective to read out the product. 

5. In combination, recording means, including 
digit recording-actions, a sheet support coopera 
tive therewith, and column spacing means, for 
successively recording digits in a series of columns 
of the sheet, a space operator for operating the 
Column spacing means without accompanying re 
cording-action, a series of value retaining orders 
corresponding to the series of columns, each or 
der having a plurality of settable digit retaining 
devices, means controlled by the recording-ac 
tions concomitantly with recording of digits in 
said columns for selecting corresponding digit re 
taining devices of the orders for operation, means 
for successively correlating the value retaining 
orders with the columns brought to recording po 
sition to cause the selected devices of orders cor 
responding to columns in which digits are re 
Corded to be set up in one such order after another 
to represent the digits typed in the correspond 
ing columns, means controlled by each operation 
of the digit recording-actions and of the space 
operator for stepping the correlating means from 
one order to the next whereby correlation be 
tween the orders and the corresponding columns 
is maintained, and means effective upon the set 
ting up of the last order of the series according 
to a digit for restoring the correlating means to 
initial condition. 

6. In combination; recording means, having a 
set of digit recording-actions and a sheet support 

th the support and recording-actions having 
column spacing movement relative to one an 

circuits for automatically operating the recording is other, to record digits of a plurality of factors 
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successively in columns of the sheet, successive 
Orders of digit storage devices, means controlled 
by the recording-actions during recording of the 
factors for entering the digits of the factors suc 
cessively in the orders of the storage devices, mul 
tiplying means operable after all the factors have 
been entered in the storage orders for effecting 
multiplication of the factors under control of the 
storage devices, a product register controlled by 
the multiplying means to register the product of 
the factors, a control device operated under con 
trol of the multiplying means upon completion of 
multiplication as a manifestation of the comple 
tion of the multiplication, means operated by said 
control device for automatically clearing all the 
orders of storage devices of their entry when mull 
tiplication has been completed and the product 
registered in said register, and means thereafter 
controlled by the product register for operating 
the digit recording-actions to cause recording of 
the product digit by digit in columns of the sheet 
and concomitantly to cause the product digits to 
be entered successively in the orders of the stor 
age devices, 

7. In combination, column by column record 
ing means, including digit recording-actions and 
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product setup for entering the product, through 
the alternative connections, into the totalizer. 

9. In combination, typing means, including 
digit type-actions, a sheet support, and intraline 
spacing means, for typing a plural Order value 
digit by digit, in descending Order progression, in 
a field of columns, each of which corresponds to 
one denominational order, value representing 
means having a succession of digit registering 
orders corresponding to the columns of the field, 
readout means for reading out said orders of the 
registering means, in descending order progres 
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a sheet support, for recording digits successively 
On the sheet, a single value representing structure 
with denominationally related orders for repre 
senting a value which may be of one or another 
class, means coacting successively with the or 
ders of the single value representing structure 
for automatically operating the recording-actions 
to record a total, digit by digit, in accordance with 
and as determined by the represented value, a 
Controller to manifest correlation of one or an 
other field of columns of the sheet with the re 
cording-actions, each field adapted to receive a 
value of a different class, enabling means under 
control of the controller for enabling the second 
mentioned means to be effective when one or the 
Other of the fields is correlated with the record 
ing-actions, a device to be operable to signify that 
the represented value is of a particular class, and 
means controlled by said device, when operated, 
for causing the enabling means to be effective 
under control of said controller only when the 
field for receiving a value of the latter class is cor 
related with the recording-actions. 

8. In combination, a typewriter having means, 
including digit type-actions and an intraline 
sheet Support cooperative therewith, for typing 
values, digit after digit, on the sheet, a bank of 
value retaining devices, means controlled by op 
eration of the digit type-actions, when typing a 
plurality of factors, for setting up the devices to 
represent the factors, computing means, includ 
ing multiplying means and a product accumu 
lator, operative connections between the bank of 
devices and the computing means for causing the 
Computing means to form the product of the fac 
tOrS represented by the devices, means for com 
pletely clearing the devices of their set up after 
the product is formed, means controlled by the 
product accumulator for automatically operat 
ing the digit type-actions to type the digits of the 
product in Succession, means for rendering the 
value retaining devices effective to be set up by 
the operation of the type-actions during the typ 
ing of the product, a totalizer, means for break 
ing the connections between the computing 
meanseand said retaining devices and rendering 
alternative connections effective between the re 
taining devices and the totalizer, and means co 
acting with the bank of devices according to their 
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sion, to automatically control the type-actions 
for typing the digits registered in the Orders 
which are read out, selectively conditionable op 
erative connections between the orders of the 
registering means and the readout means condi 
tionable in one way to cause typing in said col 
umns under control of the corresponding orders of 
the registering means and alternatively cond 
tionable in another way to cause typing in lower 
order columns under control of higher orders of 
the registering means and for causing operations 
of the intraline spacing means under control of 
the readout means to effect column spacing be 
tween the sheet support and the type-actions 
prior to the reading out of the first of the said 
higher orders of the registering means, and con 
trol means for determining the condition of said 
connections. v. 

10. In combination; a typewriter having 
means, including digit type bars and related digit 
keys and an intraline spacing support for a work 
sheet, for typing a plural order value, digit after 
digit, in a plural column field of the sheet, value 
representing means having a plurality of digit 
representing orders, readout means including in 
dividual connections between the orders of the 
representing means and the readout means, for 
reading out the digital values of the several 
orders in succession, means controlled by the 
coaction of the readout means with the Orders 
of the representing means representing Zero pre 
ceding the first significant figure for effecting 
intra line spacing of the work sheet, a capacity 
reduction controller, and means operated by said 
controller for disabling the connections between 
the readout means and a number of the higher 
orders of the representing means so as to. Sup 
press intra-line spacing under control of Said 
higher orders and to cause operation of the typ 
ing means to type in said sheet field under con 
trol of the remaining orders of the representing 
means. 8. 

11. In combination; typing means for typing 
a plural order value, digit after digit, on a sheet 
and including intra-line spacing means for the 
sheet operative by itself and also as an auto 
matic accompaniment to the typing of a digit, 
plural order value representing means, readout 
means coacting with the value representing 
means, means controiled by the readout means 
for automatically operating the typing means to 
type the value, digit by digit, represented in the 
orders of the representing means, means con 
trolled by the readout means upon reading out a 
zero preceding the first significant figure for 
operating the intra line spacing means to effect 
spacing of the sheet unaccompanied by typing, 
means acting before operation of the readout 
means for detecting a zero in all orders of the 
representing means, and means controlled by 
the zero detecting means for rendering the read 
out means ineffective to cause operation of the 
intra line spacing means. 
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12. A calculating machine having column by 
column recording means, including digit record 
ing-actions and a sheet support with the ac 
tions and support having relative column 
spacing movement, for recording the digits 
of factors digit by digit in columns of the 
sheet on said support, a bank of value represent 
ing means, means controlled by the digit record 
ing-actions upon their recording of the digits of 
the factors for setting the value representing 
means to represent the factors, multiplying 
means coacting with the value representing 
means to multiply the factors, a product ac 

0. 

cumulator controlled by the multiplying means 
to form the final product of the factors, means 
for reading out the final product from the ac 
cumulator, means controlled by the reading out 
means for automatically operating the digit re 
cording-actions to cause the final product to be 
recorded, digit by digit, in columns of the sheet 
and concomitantly with the recording of the 
product to set the bank of value representing 
means to represent the product, a totalizer for 
totaling a plurality of successive final products, 
and means controlled by the value representing 
means according to the final product setting 
thereof for entering this product in the totalizer. 

13. The machine as defined in claim 12, and 
including means to determine completion of mul 
tiplication of the factors, means to determine a 
particular column position of the sheet with re 
Spect to the recording-actions, and means jointly 
controlled by both determining means to render 
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the reading out means effective to read out the 
product and cause automatic operation of the 
digit recording-actions to record the product in 
a particular field of the sheet starting with the 
said particular column. 

14. The machine as defined in claim 12, and 
including means for determining completion of 
multiplication of the factors, means for deter 
mining a particular column position of the sheet 
relative to the recording-actions, cyclically oper 
ating means for operating the reading out means, 
a motor, clutching means between the motor and 
cyclically operating means, and means jointly 
controlled by both determining means for caus 
ing the clutching means to take effect to oper 
ate the cyclically operating means and for ren 
dering - the reading out means effective upon 
Operation thereof by the cyclically operating 
means to read out the product and cause auto 
matic operation of the recording-actions to re 
cord the product in a particular field of the sheet 
starting with said particular column. 

15. A calculating machine having column by 
column recording means including digit record 
ing-actions and a cooperative sheet support with 
means for column spacing the sheet support and 
recording-actions relatively to each other, a plu 
rality of orders of value representing and storage 
relays, circuit controlled by successive operation 
of the digit recording-actions for setting the stor 
age relays order after order according to desired 
digits, differentially actuable entry receiving 
means, cyclic Operating mesans, entry control 
means concurrently coacting with a plurality of 
Orders of the storage relays according to their 
setting for coupling the entry receiving means 
to the cyclic operating means for differential 
cyclic times to receive value entries correspond 
ing to the differential cyclic times, a motor, 
clutching means intermediate the motor and the 
cyclic operating means, and means, including a 
Control device operatively connected to the stor 
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age order which stores the last digit and oper 
ated upon the setting up of the latter order of 
storage relays according to a digit for rendering 
the clutching means efflective to drive the cyclic 
operating means and to render the entry control 
means operative to control differentially timed 
coupling of the cyclic operating means to the 
entry receiving means. 

16. A calculating machine having column by 
column recording means including digit record 
ing-actions and a cooperative sheet support with 
column spacing means for spacing the support 
and recording-actions relatively to each other, a 
plurality of orders of value storage relays, cir 
cuits controlled by the recording-actions for set 
ting the storage relays order after order accord 
ing to a plurality of factors to be multiplied by 
one another, multiplying means including an 
emitter, with a cyclically rotating circuit clos 
ing device, for coacting with the storage relays to 
close value entry circuits, a product accumulator, 
means controlled by the entry circuits to enter 
values into the accumulator to form the product 
therein, a motor, clutching means, means actu 
ated by the motor through the clutching means 
for effecting cyclic rotation of the circuit-clos 
ing device, and means operatively connected to 
the storage order in which the last digit of the 
factors is stored and controlled by the setting 
up of the last named order of value storage 
relays with the last digit of the factors for ren 
dering the clutching means effective. 

17. In combination, recording mechanism to 
record an amount and including digital value 
selector elements, a denominational order amount 
register, means to readout the register orders in 
succession, means controlled by the readout 
means for effecting successive operations of said 
elements to control the recording mechanism for 
the recording of the registered amount, a plu 
rality of series of value storage relays, circuits 
controlled by said elements upon their successive 
operations for setting the plurality of series of 
storage relays successively according to the reg 
istered amount, a totalizer, means controlled by 
the storage orders for entering the stored amount 
in the totalizer, a control relay operatively con 
nected to the last storage relay series set with 
a digital value and operated upon the setting of 
the latter series, and means controlled by said 
control relay for rendering the entering means 
effective. 

18. In a machine in which line spacing means 
is provided; the combination of typing means to 
type amounts digit by digit in successive lateral 
fields of columns of a work sheet, a first amount 
register of which the registered amount is to 
be typed in one said lateral field, a second amount 
register of which the register amount is to be 
typed in a following lateral field, means for 
reading out the first register to cause operation 
of the typing means to type the amount derived 
from the first register in the related field, means 
normally effective after typing of the last digit 
of the latter amount for causing operation of 
the line spacing means to line space the sheet, 
means to select the second register to be read 
out, means controlled by the selecting means to 
prevent said line spacing operation, and means 
for reading out the second register when selected 
to cause operation of the typing means to type 
the amount derived from the second register in 
the said following field of the sheet and along the 
same line as the recorded amount read out from 
the first register. 
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and successively to type the result amount, digit 
by digit, in either of said fields, means for auto 
matically bringing about operation of the read 
ing out means and including means for automati 
cally signifying completion of the setting of said 
value representing means, and means, apart from 
the latter manifesting means, for signifying the 
arrival of either field in typing position, and a 
class controller operable before either field is in 
typing position for selecting one of said fields to 
the exclusion of the other to be typed in with 
the result amount. 

. 26...In combination, column by column record 
ing means, including digit recording actions and 

s a work: sheet support and spacing means for 
effecting relative movement between the sheet 
support and recording actions to bring a pre 
determined fleld of columns to recording position, 
value storing means having a succession of Orders 
of. digit storage devices, means controlled by the : 
digit recording actions concomitantly with re 
COrding of the digits for setting up the storage 
Orders in succession according to the digits of the 
factors, multiplying means controlled by the stor 
age devices for multiplying the factors, means 
for rendering the multiplying means effective 
after the last digit of the factors has been re 
COrded and set up in the value storage means, a 
product accumulator controlled by the multiply 
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ing means to form the product of the factors, 
readout means controlled by the product accumu 
lator for automatically operating the recording 
actions to record the product digit by digit in 
said predetermined field of columns of the work 
sheet, a control device operated under control of 
the multiplying means upon completion of mull 
tiplication, another control device operated under 
control of the spacing means upon spacing of 
the predetermined field of said sheet to record 
ing position, and means under joint control of 
both said Control devices for automatically ren 
dering the readout means effective to readout 
the product, said readout means including an 
emitter having successive column positions for 
successively closing product readout circuits 
under control of successive orders of the product 
accumulator, cyclically operating means for ef 
fecting cycles of operation of the emitter, and 
means Operated by the cyclically operating means 
for preventing the readout means from being 
jeffective during a cycle of the emitter in which 
the second control device has been operated with 
in a predetermined interval preceding the point 
of the cycle at which the emitter is in first col 
umn position. 

CTAR D, AKE. 
FRANCIS E. HAMILTON. 
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19. In a calculating machine in which a result 
amount of either of two classes is obtained by 
calculating operations, the combination of re 
cording elements to record the result amount in 
either of two lateral fields of a work sheet, a 
work sheet-supporting carriage movable later 
ally to locate either said field in recording posi 
tion, value representing means settable under 
control of the calculating means to represent the 
result amount, means controlled by the value rep 
resenting means for operating the recording ele 
ments to record the result amount in either of 
said fields, means for automatically bringing the 
second named means into play to cause the re 
Cording of the result amount and including means 
for automatically signifying completion of the 
setting of said value representing means, and 
separate means for signifying the arrival of either 
field in recording position, and a class controller 
manually operable before either field is in re 
cording relation for selecting one of said fields 
to the exclusion of the other to receive the record 
of the result amount. 

20. In combination, a recording unit having 
digit recording elements and digit selectors there 
for to record an amount in successive columns 
of a field of a work sheet, an amount register 
having a plurality of digit representing Orders, 
readout means, including individual connections 
between the orders of the register and the readout 
means, for reading out the digital values of the 
several orders in descending order succession, said 
connections being selectively conditionable in One 
way to connect the readout means to the register 
orders so as to start reading out the representing 
means with a predetermined higher order and 
conditionable in another way to cause the readout 
means to starting reading out the register with a 
lower order than the said predetermined higher 
order, a register capacity controller, means under 
control of said controller for determining the 
condition of said connections, and means con 
trolled by the readout means according to the 
condition of the connecting means for causing 
successive operations of said digit selectors in 
accordance with the values represented in the 
register orders connected to the readout means. 

21. In combination, digit selecting elements, 
amount storing means including denomination 
ally related digit storage orders, means for cor 
relating the elements with the Orders in descend 
ing order succession beginning with a particular 
order, means to cause the elements upon suc 
Cessive operations to set the correlated orders in 
descending order succession to store an amount, 
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a capacity controller, and means under control 
thereof for causing the correlating means to start 
the correlation between the orders and the ele 
ments with a different order than said particu 
lar order whereby an amount is stored in differ 
ent Orders of the storing means. 

22. In a combined typewriter and calculating 
machine in which carriage return mechanism is 
provided for line spacing and returning the paper 
Carriage of the typewriter, the combination with 
the typing elements for typing amounts, digit by 
digit, on said paper during forward travel of the 
carriage, of two amount registers, means for 
reading out one said register to cause operation 
of the typing elements to type a total, derived 
from this register, digit by digit in one lateral 
field of the paper, means normally effective after 
typing of the last digit of said total for causing 
operation of said carriage return mechanism, 
means to select the other one of said registers 
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to be readout, means controlled by the selecting 
means to prevent said operation of the carriage 
return mechanism, and means for reading out 
said other one of the registers, when selected, 
to cause operation of the typing elements to type 
a total, derived from the latter One of the regis 
ters, digit by digit, in a field of the paper later 
ally following the first mentioned field, whereby 
the two totals may be typed along the same line 
of the sheet or, in the absence of selection of 
the said other one of the registers, the first men 
tioned total may be typed and the carriage return 
mechanism operated following typing of the last 
digit of the latter total. 

23. In a calculating machine, dendminational 
orders of digit relays, supplemental relays in 
a normal condition, one supplemental relay for 
each order of digit relays, means for setting 
some of the digit relay orders according to an 
amount and concomitantly altering the condition 
of the associated supplemental relays, while oth 
ers of the digit relay orders remain unset and 
the supplemental relays associated therewith re 
main in their normal condition, multi-order entry 
receiving means, and means coacting with the 
digit relay orders for entering the complement 
of said amount in the entry receiving means and 
including means coacting with the supplemental 
relays remaining in normal condition for enter 
ing complements of zero in orders of the entry 
receiving means related to the Orders of the unset 
digit relay orders, p 

24. In a calculating machine in which multi 
plication is effected by over and over addition 
of a multiplicand for a number of cycles equal to 
the value of a multiplier digit, the combination 
of a cycle counter, cyclically operating entry 
means tending to advance the counter one unit 
for each cycle, column shift magnets, each re 
lated to one order of a multiplier factor, means 
controlled by each magnet when energized for 
rendering said entry means effective to advance 
said counter, a stepping switch, means for ad 
vancing said stepping switch under control of the 
cycle counter when the number of cycles of mull 
tiplicand addition equals the value of a multipler 
digit, plural Order digit representing means, sup 
plemental, selectively conditionable devices, each 
related to one order of said representing means, 
means for setting the Orders of the represent 
ing means to represent multiplier digits and Con 
comitantly altering the condition of the related 
devices, means for skipping setting operation for 
an Order of the representing means thereby leav 
ing the related device in unaltered condition, and 
circuits for said column shift magnets includ 
ing the stepping switch and contacts selectively 
closed or opened according to altered or unaltered 
condition of the said devices, respectively, where 
by the magnet related to a skipped order of the 
multiplier representing means will remain deen 
ergized and the entering means will be ineffec 
tive to advance the cycle counter under control 
of this magnet. 

25. In a calculating machine in which a result 
amount of either of two classes is obtained by 
calculating operations, the combination with a 
typewriter, including digit type-actions and a 
cooperative laterally traveling sheet-supporting 
carriage, for typing the result amount in either 
of two lateral fields of the sheet, of value rep 
senting means settable under control of the cal 
culating means to represent the result amount, 
means for reading out the value representing 
means to operate the type-actions automatically 

  


